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George Quinlan
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I
know firsthand that NAMM’s Support Music works. How? Four years

ago, I watched Music Inc. Publisher Frank Alkyer help save his district’s
junior high music program using little more than Support Music’s Web site.

Alkyer found out that the junior high was squeezing band and orches-
tra out of the curriculum, relegating them to after-school activities. He

jumped on supportmusic.com’s Make Your Case page and crafted a counter-
argument using its simple checklist-style template. A
round of e-mail exchanges got his letter circulating
among PTA members. When the next school board
meeting rolled around, he had an army of new advo-
cates for the program.

More than 50 of these parents went before the
board to make their case. They spoke passionately
about how music education keeps kids out of trouble.
They cited Support Music’s research. They were the
only people who bothered coming to the meeting. 

To put it lightly, folks on the school board heard
what the community wanted. The program stayed put.

This month’s cover story, “School Music
Advocates,” features accounts from several retailers
who’ve made an art of saving programs — often using

Support Music and other NAMM-sponsored resources. (It begins on page
50.) We’ve timed the article to coincide with what may prove to be one of the
toughest years ever for school music. Learn from these dealers’ examples.
Mobilize parents to fight for programs at risk, or even better, make a pre-emp-
tive strike to preserve stronger programs. In this climate, none is safe.

Sadly, George Quinlan, president of Quinlan & Fabish in Burr Ridge, Ill.,
pointed out in his contribution to the article that sometimes “the water is
too deep, and cutting a program is the only solution.” When traditional
advocacy fails, there are still options. Most notably, Quinlan has coped by
hosting fee-based after-school programs. These meet five days a week and
cost students roughly $30 a month. Tuition payments are made to his sister
corporation, Music World Service, to prevent confusion among customers.
Most of the tuition goes to the teacher, with a small percentage to cover
administration expenses.

“Since the mission of [World Music Service] is to provide temporary
assistance until the program can be restored by the school district, Quinlan
& Fabish absorbs many of the expenses to achieve that objective,” Quinlan
said. “We consider it an investment in our future.”

Yes, fee-based programs aren’t ideal. They’re time-consuming. They
require a good relationship with school administration just to get off the
ground. And ironically, they’re almost exactly what Alkyer was fighting
against four years ago.

That said, they’re better than no program at all. And for Quinlan,
they’ve kept several band programs afloat during tough times — programs
that went on to be reinstated once funding returned. MI

PERSPECTIVE I BY ZACH PHILLIPS

SCHOOL MUSIC
LIFE SUPPORT
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Underinsured?

Irecently read “Are You Crazy
Enough?” by Kenny Smith

(August 2010). We used to do
something called the Musician’s
Swap Meet here at Easy Music
Center in Honolulu for years.
It was a tradition, and the event
was exactly l ike the event
described in Smith’s article.

One day, I happened to talk
to my insurance agent about
the event, and he almost blew
his top. He told me I had no
coverage for that kind of activ-
ity, and it wasn’t something I
could buy for the store either.
He said that each outside ven-
dor, the customer hawking the
used gear, would need to have
his  or  her own individual
insurance. He also told me
that if something were to hap-
pen in my parking lot without
this type of insurance, I could
be liable.

The cost of individually
insuring each person selling
used gear was prohibitive. Our
outside vendors normally
balked at being charged $5 for a
parking stall to sell their prod-
uct. I don’t think they would
have gone through the trouble
of getting and paying for indi-
vidual insurance to sell a guitar
or a few pedals. We have since
stopped doing the event.

The other practical draw-
back of the event was that it
gave customers an excuse to
wait to buy. They knew our
prices and the used gear avail-
able outside was the best deal
they could get. A lot of people
would put off purchasing deci-
sions because of it. 

We miss the event because
it was a lot of fun. We used to
get the staff on our sound stage
and perform in groups for the
customers. We also had raffles
and an outside stage for cus-

tomers to perform on. Once,
we even had a reverse bidding
process for clearance gear.

I wish we lived in a less liti-
gious society sometimes.

Peter Dods
Easy Music Center

Honolulu

Revitalize NAMM

I t was a sad weekend for me.
As a veteran of 50 NAMM

shows, this past  Summer
NAMM was my first non-atten-
dance in more than 10 years.

After having polled suppli-
ers who weren’t going and reps
who were reluctant to go,
believing weak sales would
occur, my accountant advised
against attending the show. So
I stayed home.

The NAMM University
training events and breakfast
sessions are awesome, but if

major suppliers don’t believe
that the volume of sales will be
worth the financial outlay, we
will continue to be mired in
“lethargia.” No hype about
attendance or new vendors
will overcome the raw reality. I
need to make money back from
my visit, just as suppliers do.
Remembering shows during
the 1970s and ’80s, I can’t
think of one recently that
moved me like every year did
in the long past.

Gone are the days when
special offers were only avail-
able to NAMM show attendees
and when every major supplier
attended. We all understand
the economic difficulties of our
marketplace. However, until
we can get back to NAMM
being a must-do show to keep
up with innovation and

change, it’s optional.
Side note: When a show is

in the same place every sum-
mer, the folks who use it as a
vacation will become reluctant
to attend. I have seen every-
thing I ever wanted to see in
Nashville, Tenn., and I go now
because I want to see new stuff
and be enticed by deals non-
attendees don’t get. How about
opening the show to suppliers
of other non-traditional but
music-related product? I have
often thought the recorded
music industry was our related
cousin, but we seem to have
blinders on to anything other
than strictly musical instru-
ments and supplies.

Let’s have some innovation!
I certainly would be open to
purchasing items that are non-
standard to our customers, as
long as they were items my
customers would buy. Our 62-
year-old store once sold
records, TVs, hi-fis and stereos.
It ’s  t ime for us al l  to  lead
rather than follow the same
old trends until we’re gone for
lack of interest.

Pete Gamber’s article in the
August  issue was on the
money (“In Support  of
Summer”). We need the voices
of the community store to be
the reason we do this again,
not the enticement of large
numbers from the big-box
stores.

Tim Becker
Martin Music
Newark, Ohio

EDITOR’S NOTE: MUSIC INC.

ENCOURAGES LETTERS AND

RESPONSES TO ITS STORIES.

E-MAIL LETTERS TO

EDITOR@MUSICINCMAG.COM; OR

WRITE TO 102 N. HAVEN RD.,

ELMHURST, IL 60126; 630-941-2030;

FAX: 630-941-3210.
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B
andsource’s clien-
tele  ranges from
local pros to first-
time players.

Such notables as
saxophonist  Mark Colby
entrust their instruments to
company co-owners Jarod Bufe
and Matt Johnson, who also
happen to be the store’s repair
techs. But the Downers Grove,
Ill., dealership has also forged
strong relationships with local
school band directors since
opening two years ago, making
it the exclusive seller, renter
and repairer for multiple dis-
tricts in a small but densely
populated area. (Most of the
schools are within a five-mile
radius of the store.) As a bonus,
Bandsource has found a robust
clientele via private-teacher
referrals.

“What makes us special is
that the same guys who work
on the top professionals’ instru-
ments come up and evaluate
your high school kid’s trom-
bone,” said the company’s third
co-owner, Pete Biedron, who
handles sales and marketing.
“We are instrumental in the
instrument tryout process, and
we’re trying to find the right
models for kids. We are kind of
like an old-school throwback in
that we do business with pro-
fessionals and students.”

It may not be a conven-
tional school music rental

shop, but so far, Bandsource’s
business model has exceed
even its owners’ projections.

“We are ahead of where we
projected we would be,” Bufe
said. “Rentals are great, and
general sales are phenomenal.
Music and accessory sales are
double where we projected
they would be.”

TRYOUT-FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT

For Biedron, a perfectly set
up horn is  even more

important for beginners than
for professionals.

“We all feel very strongly
about  music  educat ion,”
Biedron said. “It’s important
for students’ instruments to
work better than profession-
als’ [instruments] because
they need that good sound.
Profess ionals  can blow
through any kind of problem
that exists, whereas if a fifth
grader doesn’t have a really
good repair tech working on
their horn or it’s not working

BANDSOURCE I BY KATIE KAILUS

InsideRETAIL

Bandsource
exceeds sales

projections
with fast, tech-

savvy service

From left: Bandsource’s Jarod Bufe,
Pete Biedron and Matt Johnson

TECH OWNED & OPERATED
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at a great level, they could
quit. It could have a really
adverse effect.”

Bandsource’s commitment
to music education is also
reflected in its unique stocking
philosophy. Mouthpieces are
stacked eight deep, and the
more popular pieces 12 deep —
all in an effort to let student
musicians find what piece fits
them best.

“Everything we stock here,
accessory-wise or instrument-
wise, is meant to be opened
and played,” Biedron said. “We
tape up all the mouthpieces
when they come in the door.”

He added that he wants to
make the tryout experience as
positive for musicians as pos-
sible. “We are not going to be
like, ‘Here is your mouthpiece,’
and have you pay $98, walk

out the door, get to your les-
son and find that your mouth-
piece doesn’t work that great,”
Biedron said. “We say, ‘If you
have your horn, bring it in the
store. If you want to borrow
our horn, go ahead. Then, try
all three mouthpieces that we
have in stock and choose the
one that fits the best.’”

PERSONAL TOUCH

Bandsource employs a small
staff, but at any given time,

there are at least four employ-
ees in the showroom, letting
them connect with each cus-
tomer on a personal level.

“A kid we know came in
this morning, and he goes to
school  a  couple  of  mi les
away,” Johnson said. “He’s
got marching band right now,
and I know that it’s over at

Inside Bandsource’s 2,000-
square-foot retail space
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5:00. So he’s going to bring
[his instrument] in then. We
go over and above to make
sure this kid is going to have
his horn to play later today or
tomorrow morning.”

Bandsource’s  personal
touch also helps keep opera-
tions running smoothly. Bufe
said he sees on-the-spot esti-
mates as a convenient way to
save time, handle a large vol-
ume of repairs and get musi-
cians playing faster.

“What keeps us moving
quickly is the fact that we give
estimates on the spot,” Bufe
said. “Estimates can bog down
bigger businesses. Oftentimes,
business owners don’t want
the shop members talking to
the public — maybe because
they are dirty, maybe because
they don’t wear the appropri-

ate clothes to be up front.
Therefore, estimates can’t be
given on the spot. But it is
always harder to get a hold of
people to confirm the estima-
tion. So then, all of a sudden,
you have five missed calls
before you get a hold of the
person, and it’s an extra few
days before the instrument
gets fixed.” MI

Bandsource stocks a large
selection of reeds using an
old cigarette display case

‘We go over
and above to

make sure this
kid is going to
have his horn

to play later
today.’
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S
kip Maggiora makes
people feel like rock
stars. Sometimes,
it’s just for a day.
Sometimes, it lasts

for a long, lustrous career. And
on Aug. 15, the owner of Skip’s
Music gave 94 teenagers the
full rock star treatment — and
maybe the launch pad to a life
in the spotlight.

Held at the Crest Theatre in
Sacramento, Calif., this year’s
Stairway to Stardom concert
celebrated the program’s 30th
anniversary. Parents, music
industry heads and fellow teens
swarmed the venue to check
out 22 bands, all of which had
honed their craft during the
eight-week rock camp at Skip’s
Music. For bashful performers,
it was a baptism by fire: The
event drew a capacity crowd of
roughly 1,200 showgoers.

“This is the first time we’ve
charged to come to the final

concert — $10 to get in — and
it was sold out,” said Maggiora,
who created Stairway to
Stardom. He also incorporated
a live Web broadcast, so non-
attendees could watch the five-
hour event at home.

“What Skip is doing is amaz-
ing,” said Bob Yerby, Remo vice
president of sales and marketing
and one of many industry VIPs
on hand at the event. “He’s
building a clientele that’s going
to last as long as the kids want
to play music, and that will
hopefully be for the rest of their
lives. And they’ll continue to
come to Skip’s Music for every-
thing they need. It’s an unbe-
lievable thing.”

TOTAL ROCK IMMERSION

S tairway to Stardom works
in large part because of its

full music immersion experi-
ence. Participants have to audi-
tion to join the program, as

they would for a professional
band. (Those who don’t make
the cut get a couple of free les-
sons.) They spend eight weeks
rehearsing and learning every-
thing from songwriting tech-
niques to booking gigs. Many
also rehearse outside of the
program, at  their parents’
homes. The hard work culmi-
nates with the final concert,
which puts them through a day

in the life of a gigging rock star.
This year, Stairway partici-

pants each performed a three-
song set amid a generous
backline of gear. Afterwards,
they got whisked off to a green
room to be interviewed for a
cable access TV special, then
signed autographs in the lobby
for friends, family and fans.

“They get the whole nine
yards,” Maggiora said. “They’ve

From left: Skip’s Music’s Skip
Maggiora with Levy’s Leathers’

Harvey and Nikki Levy

SKIP’S MUSIC I BY ZACH PHILLIPS

STAIRWAY TO 30
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gone through clinics about pro-
moting themselves.  We’ve
already had talks with them
about how to book yourself and
how to try out new players if
one isn’t working out.”

A week after the concert,
each band headed into a pro-
fessional recording studio to
cut a one-song demo. This
year’s first-place Stairway win-
ner, Back In Your System, got
to record a three-song EP that
will receive airplay on a local
Sacramento radio station.

“They’ll get 1,000 copies, all
packaged with bar codes, and
they go on sale at the record
stores around town,” Maggiora
said. “They’ll also open up for a
major act at a concert.”

OUTSIDE HELP

I f it sounds like a mammoth
undertaking, that’s because it

is. Skip’s Music recruits more
than 20 outside coaches that
work with each individual
band throughout the program.
The company also involves
other industry pros who pres-
ent clinics on such topics as
song composition, lyric writ-
ing, stage presence and music
business. None of the outside
coaches make a fortune with
Stairway, but Maggiora said
that’s deliberate. “They need
to do it for the right reasons.”

Maggiora also gets more
than a little help from his indus-
try friends. Several suppliers co-
sponsored the final Aug. 15
showcase with funding and
gear. Remo even created a spe-
cial bass drum head with the
Stairway logo for the kit onstage.

“I felt very honored by the
show of support that was given
[to] Stairway by the presence
of so many,” Maggiora said.

For these suppliers, it’s an act
of giving back to Sacramento’s
music community, but it’s also
good PR. Reps from Ibanez and
Fender manned booths in the

Crest Theatre’s lobby where
attendees could try out their
wares. The Fender booth fea-
tured a sneak peek at Blacktop
Strats, Teles and Jaguars a week
before their release date.

“Usually, we do an event
like this at trade shows that’s
only for dealers,” said Emery
Fry, Fender’s product education
manager. “This gives a chance
for 10-year-olds, 30-year-olds,
70-year-olds to see our product
and find something that’s going
to touch them.”

THE CAREER LAUNCHER

The first band to hit the stage,
Morsen, took first place at

Stairway last year. It combined
Ozzy-esque vocals with modern
metal aesthetics and sounded
surprisingly tight for a bunch of
folks who looked no older than
17. (The average age of a
Stairway participant is 13.) As
with many other Stairway
alumni, Morsen stayed together
after it finished the program.
Maggiora explained that the
band has since opened for major
acts in the area.

“We’ve had many successful
artists who credit Stairway to
Stardom for launching their
musical  careers,” he said.
“Some are just local stars, but
many have found their way
into the national scene. One of
ours is in Demi Lovato’s band
on tour with the Jonas Brothers
right now.”

Maggiora smiled proudly as
he spoke of these success sto-
ries. He said he’s gratified that
more females are gett ing
involved in Stairway each
year. Still, he’s not satisfied.
He wants even more future
stars  to arise from Skip’s
Music, and he’ll die trying to
cultivate them.

“We haven’t had a Michael
Jackson out of this yet, but
there’s one in here someplace,”
he said. “We’ll find him.” MI

bbROCK STAR
TREATMENT

Stairway to Stardom takes kids through the 
full experience of being a gigging rock star.

Participants begin in the backstage
area, where they tune up.

Following the performance, bands and their coaches are
interviewed in the green room for a cable access TV spe-
cial. Each band will be featured performing a song in the
program, as well.

Last, bands sign autographs for family, 
friends and fans in the lobby.

To ensure each
band gets heard,
the program’s
rotation isn’t
announced until
the day of the
event.
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J
ohn Pedersen likes to
steamroll sousaphones.
Sometimes, he drops
tubas from 50 feet up.
When he’s feeling

especially cruel, he’ll run a bas-
soon through a wood chipper.
And he captures all the carnage
on video, now available for
your perverse viewing pleasure
at Hornsmasher.com.

The Web site features a
series of shorts that are part
children’s construction video,
part “Apocalypse Now” for
band instruments. (The bas-
soon video even plays “The
End” by The Doors as instru-
ment shrapnel explodes from
the wood chipper in s low
motion.) Pedersen, who co-
owns Pedersen’s  Band &
Orchestra in Burbank, Calif.,
got the idea for the site from
none other than Gene
Simmons, who spoke at The
NAMM Show 2009.

“Besides being wonderfully
outrageous, his big points that
got my attention were you have
to find a new way of doing busi-
ness through more outreach,
and people decide what they
like with their eyes, not their
ears,” Pedersen said of the Kiss
bassist. “I knew he was right.

“I figured if it was funny to
smash guitars, it would be funny
to smash band instruments.”

But Hornsmasher.com isn’t
all viral video shock-and-awe.
Pedersen, a repair tech of 45
years, created it partly to pro-
mote his own instrument care
kits, which can be purchased
from the site. These are sup-
ported via a series of instru-
ment maintenance videos, also
posted at Hornsmasher.com.

“I  have never l iked the

many care kits that are on the
market today,” he said. “Most
of these kits have stuff you
never use and are missing
some of the truly useful items
a player needs.

“What makes my kits dif-
ferent is that I have chosen the
best maintenance products
from a variety of existing man-
ufacturers, as well as some
items I manufacture myself.”

HIGH-END PRODUCTION VALUES

Hornsmasher.com stands
out from YouTube’s sea of

Flip camera-made fare with

beautifully produced videos.
At first, Pedersen tried filming
with a consumer camcorder
but didn’t like the results.
Then, “by the grace of the
instrument gods,” as he put it,
he struck up a conversation
with a young videographer and
director in his neighborhood,
who simply went by Raz.
Pedersen asked Raz if he’d be a
second camera for the sousa-
phone smash shoot. And what
happened next was a shocker.

“He came in with a friend
of his, Scott Froschauer, who
had a three-ton truck full of

movie gear,” Pedersen said.
“Scotty has worked with us on
all of the videos since the first
one. They set me up with a
first video that was a knock-
out. I can’t pay these people
what they are worth, but they
seem to like my project and
want to be a part of it.”

The first video, the sousa
smash, has gotten more than
3,000 views since being posted
in the summer of 2009. Other
highlights include a clarinet
demolition, in which peanut
butter is blasted through the
woodwind. The site’s intro
video also shows a caveman
smashing the bell off a bari-
tone horn using a bone.

REFERRAL GENERATOR

Hornsmasher.com has already
been criticized from some

corners that, according to
Pedersen, can’t understand why
a horn tech would so flagrantly
demolish instruments.

“Some people can’t take a
joke,” he said. “I clearly state
on all my posts that no usable
instruments are destroyed in
the videos. I stand by my dis-
claimer, ‘Remember kids, don’t
try this at home.’”

Pedersen plans to l ink
Hornsmasher.com to school
band Web sites and promote it
at educator conventions, such
as MENC. “My experience
from running my store has
taught me that music teacher
referral is the best advertising.

“All of us who have brick-
and-mortar stores have seen our
local markets shrinking. The
question became what skills can
I market, in a very visual fash-
ion, on a more national scale to
bring in some business.” MI

PEDERSEN’S BAND & ORCHESTRA I BY ZACH PHILLIPS

VIRAL VIDEO SMASH

Scott Froschauer steam-
rolls a sousaphone; below:

John Pedersen
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In the same week one Northern
California combo retailer began

retrenching, another announced its
expansion.

Zone Music of Cotati, led by
music retail veteran Frank Hayhurst,
c losed shop in mid-August  to
remodel. At press time, the store
was scheduled to reopen with a nar-
rower focus, as a guitar and amp
dealership. Zone will also continue
designing and installing audio and
video systems. The company held a
sale in early August to clear out
inventory.

“It’s just that a fully stocked
store is no longer appropriate,”
Hayhurst told Petaluma 360.

SANTA ROSA GOES BANANAS

Longtime San Rafael  combo
retailer Bananas at Large also

announced plans to open a second
location in Santa Rosa. According to
owner Alan Rosen, the new store
will have a soft opening in September
and a grand opening Oct. 1.

“There’s really nothing up there,”

Rosen said of the Santa Rosa mar-
ket. “You have to go down to Cotati
or Petaluma before you hit a legiti-
mate music store.”

Rosen added that he negotiated a
competitive lease on the building,
which previously housed Stars
Music and, later, Music X. To better
support the area’s Latino commu-
nity, the store will dabble in band
instruments and accordions.

Rosen said he plans to give the
new location a heavy promotional
push during the holidays. This will
include e-mail blasts, events and
sending Bananas’ year-end catalog
to a larger mailing list. The store has
already been added to Google Places,
Yelp and Yellow Pages’ Web site.

“[We’re] doing this in a challeng-
ing time,” Rosen said. “What better
time to do it?”

EXPANSION

Mills in Kennewick
In late August, Mills Music opened

a new location in Kennewick,
Wash., bringing its total number of
stores to 10. The company sells and
rents band and orchestra instru-
ments, as well as sound equipment.
Owner Monty Mills said he wanted
to open the store for years but
waited until the local economy
improved. He added that the healthy
school districts were a big draw.

AWARDS

Veteran Honored
Ray Guntren

(pictured,
left) and
Michael
Guntren of
Ray’s Midbell
Music in Sioux
City, Iowa,
recently hon-
ored longtime employee Jamie
Johnson (pictured, right) with a
plaque and cash bonus for 25 years
of service.

“Jamie has been a very solid,
dedicated employee for a long time,”
said Ray, company president. “He is
extremely conscientious and detail-
oriented. He has gone the extra mile
for our customers on numerous
occasions. We are very fortunate to
have had Jamie as an employee.”

PROMOTION

Retail Revolution
Ovation’s Roundback Revolution

descended on music retailers in
September. Company reps stopped
by more than 10 dealerships to
present a history of the roundback
guitar and show one-of-a-kind
instruments. Attendees could get
their guitars restrung for free and
were entered in a drawing to win a
custom Ovation. They could also
perform in the Acoustic Showcase
for a chance to win $5,000 in gear.

EVENT

Back-to-School Cookout
Two York, Pa.-area music store

owners, Ray Harris of Xclusive
Music and Harry Colon of Da
Underground, joined forces to co-
host a back-to-school cookout on
Aug. 29. The event, held at
Albemarle Park in York, attracted
roughly 200 adults and children.
Ninety students received donated
school supplies, and a local barber
even gave free haircuts.

Bananas at Large co-owner
Meredith Rosen outside the

new Santa Rosa location

Bananas at Large
opens second
retail location

ZONE MUSIC, BANANAS AT LARGE I BY ZACH PHILLIPS

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
COMBO DEALERS
EXPAND, CONTRACT
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Robert Baker was recently named president and
COO of Daddy’s Junky Music. The former presi-

dent of the East Coast combo chain, Ron
Papparella, has stepped back to focus on the com-
pany’s financial matters. 

“I am very excited with this opportunity to lead
Daddy’s,” Baker said. “My 20-year career at
Daddy’s has provided me great insight of not only
our company but of our industry.”

He started his career at Daddy’s flagship Boston
store as a keyboard salesman in 1989 and worked
his way up to assistant manager and, later, manager
of that store. He went on to become district man-
ager, vice president of sales and operations, and
executive vice president of sales and marketing.

“Robert is a driven leader who has brought much
to our company,” said Daddy’s CEO and founder
Fred Bramante. “Taking over as president when Ron
was ready to step back was not only the logical
thing to do, but it is in the best interest of Daddy’s.
Robert possesses the knowledge and leadership
skills that are necessary for us to continue to move
in the right direction.”

DADDY’S JUNKY MUSIC I APPOINTMENTS

BAKER TO
LEAD DADDY’S 

Guitar Center has announced a
management succession plan to

be implemented during the fourth
quarter of 2010.

Under this plan, Greg Trojan, cur-
rently president and COO of GC, will
assume the position of CEO. He will
remain a member of GC’s board of
directors. Marty Albertson, presently
chairman of the board and CEO, will
step down as CEO but will remain as non-executive chairman
of the board.

Trojan said the company plans on resuming opening new
GC retail stores in 2011. “I am excited to be assuming the role
of chief executive officer at this point in Guitar Center’s his-
tory,” he said. “With the company’s strong management team
and with the investments we have made in both our infrastruc-
ture and our people, we are well-positioned to grow online and
through our brick-and-mortar network.”

GUITAR CENTER I STRATEGY

Trojan Named Guitar
Center CEO

Greg Trojan
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Stanton’s  Sheet  Music
recently kicked off a series

of events to celebrate its 50th
year in business.

The Columbus, Ohio, sheet
music dealer held an in-store
party on Aug. 2, followed by
choral  c l inics  at  Franklin
County Veterans Memorial —
also in Columbus — from
Aug. 4–7. Stanton’s will also
be launching an enhanced
Web site.

Eric Strouse, company pres-
ident, said he’s pleased with
Stanton’s continued growth,
development  of  a  heal thy
online presence and world-
wide clientele. According to
Strouse, the company sti l l

works to maintain strong ties
with local  music ians and
teachers.

“Despite  the trends in
Internet shopping, there are
times when a customer just

needs to be able to pick up the
phone, ask a couple of ques-
tions and know they’ll receive
an educated response,” he said.

“As we head into our 50th
year, we are excited about the
new opportunities to serve the
community. New technology,
like our digital download Web
site and a variety of social net-
working, allows us to be more
connected with our customers.”

The company was founded
by John Stanton. Jim Strouse,
Eric’s father, purchased the
business in 1975. Under his
leadership, the company grew
to require a larger location. Eric
became president in 2006 fol-
lowing his father’s retirement.

STANTON’S SHEET MUSIC I ANNIVERSARY

Stanton’s Celebrates a Half-Century

Outside Stanton’s Sheet
Music; inset: Eric Strouse
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C ascio Interstate Music of
New Berlin, Wis., played

host to 66 independent bands
at this year’s Summerfest.

The annual music event,
held on Milwaukee’s lake-
front, ran 11 days from late
June through early July and
attracted more than 800 acts
on 11 stages.

The Cascio Interstate Music
GrooveStage featured backline
equipment from such brands
as Fender, DW, Mesa Boogie
and Marshall. It also included
a QSC sound system with
Allen & Heath mixing con-
soles and soundboards. Cascio
Interstate Music provided
bands with an entire stage

team and sound engineer.
“I think it was a significant

victory for live, local, original

music this year at one of the
world’s largest permanent
music venues,” said Michael

Houser,  CEO of Cascio
Interstate Music. “It was great
to see the crowds of support at
our stage and our opportunity
to give our area musicians a
chance to proudly showcase
what they do.

“Partnering with indie radio
station WMSE 91.7 FM and
the Milwaukee Shepherd
Express has further entrenched
our commitment to promoting
the local and regional music
scene. Our stage featured some
of Milwaukee’s best local music
talent, who often struggle to
get this type of attention, espe-
cially at a venue of this size,
which draws over 800,000
people in the 11-day run.”

CASCIO INTERSTATE MUSIC I COMMUNITY

CASCIO KEEPS THE GROOVE
The Cascio Interstate

Music GrooveStage
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FIVE-STAR DRUM SHOPS I EVENT

BIG BEAT DRUMS UP SUPPLIER SUPPORT

Senseney Music of Wichita, Kan.,
recently partnered with Yamaha to

co-sponsor two string events.
On July 15, they hosted Yamaha’s

String Educator Development
Seminar at the Kansas American
String Teachers Association (KASTA)
summer workshop, held at Wichita
State University. Yamaha Marketing
Manager Ken Dattmore and the Silent
String Quartet demonstrated silent
strings to a group of roughly 30 edu-
cators during the seminar.

The next day, the Silent String
Quartet held a concert and question-
and-answer session at a summer
camp for young string players.
Senseney also hosted a barbecue
dinner at its store for both KASTA
educators and attendees at the
annual Kansas Bandmasters
Association convention. The quartet
played for these groups, as well.

SENSENEY MUSIC I EVENT

Silent Strings
Make Noise
in Wichita

The annual Five-Star Big
Beat will be held Nov. 7, but

20 top percussion companies
have already donated merchan-
dise totaling more than
$235,000 in retail value to the

event. The Big Beat brings
together drummers in 15 North
American cities to celebrate the
joy of drumming and raise
money for worthwhile causes.
It’s hosted by retailers in the

Five-Star Drum Shops network.
Each participating store will

give away more than $15,000
worth of drum gear to partici-
pants during the event, which
will benefit the Mr. Holland’s

Opus Foundation and, in some
cities, the addition of a local
charity. One winner will receive
a special Dream Theater Black
Clouds & Silver Linings replica
tour bass drum head.

The Yamaha Silent
String Quartet
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K
eeping R&D alive
and well could be
Jim Cavanaugh’s
secret to a smooth
succession.

In fact, his first order of
business when taking over for
his  father,  John,  at  The
Cavanaugh Co. was finishing a
project they’d been working on
for a year: swapping out tradi-
tional brass for copper eyelets
on Super-Sensitive’s Red Label
violin strings.

“Working in a family busi-
ness has its challenges, but
overall, it’s been very reward-
ing to collaborate with my
dad,” said Cavanaugh, com-
pany president. “We work side
by side like we always have,
and I’m taking the company to
the next level when it comes
to combining all three compa-
nies [Super-Sensitive, Black
Diamond Strings and Bari],
making it a one-stop shop. We
are a lways brainstorming
what we should be doing and
what we should be focusing
on in the marketplace. He and
I work very well together, just
like he and my grandfather
worked very well together.”

HIGH-END SOUND, LOW-END PRICE

According to Cavanaugh, he
and his father have a

shared vision of wanting to be
known as a boutique with great

R&D capabilities. The Red
Label line’s transition to copper
eyelets is their latest effort.

“Customers said they loved
the price point, durability, fea-
tures and benefits, but if only
there was a way to make it
sound warmer,” Cavanaugh
said of the strings. “People who
wanted that warmer sound
would step up from a $20 set of
Red Labels to a $60, $70 or $80
set of  perlon-core strings,
which is a complete category
change from a beginner string
to an intermediate to pro string.
School systems — our major
customers — are just not there.

“I knew if we changed the

anchor it would do that. It
would take the traditional
steel-core string and give it
more warmth and projection.”

KEEPING IT LOCAL

R ed Label’s packaging also
received a facelift recently,

and the rest of the company’s
products will follow suit over
the next  several  months.
Cavanaugh said the new pack-
aging reduces waste by 45 per-
cent, is biodegradable and uses
a vapor corrosion inhibiting
(VCI) technology. This fea-
tures a special lining of mole-
cules inside the sealed package
to protect each string from

potential oxidation.
VCI technology was devel-

oped to  protect  overseas
orders, and Cavanaugh said he
takes pride in keeping produc-
tion at the company’s Sarasota,
Fla., facilities.

“It would have been a lot
easier to build a factory in
China and ship them within
the country instead of figuring
out how to export there and to
all the various countries we
get orders from, and how to
get them to these instrument
companies who are manufac-
turing in China and then send-
ing them back to  the U.S.
market,” he said. “We wanted
to be sure when we did ship
our U.S.-made product over-
seas on a boat that it was as
fresh as it was the day it was
made, regardless of the condi-
tions it faced.”

The new packaging has let
the company add automation
to a traditionally hands-on
process, giving it a high degree
of manufacturing control.

“The new packaging allows
us to add automation into the
process, which in turn allows us
to keep up with orders,”
Cavanaugh said. “We make 99.9
percent of our product here in
Sarasota, Fla. We’re going to
keep it here with automation
and also maintain our quality
product and service.” MI

THE CAVANAUGH CO. I BY JEFF CAGLE
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A LEGACY OF R&D

Jim Cavanaugh
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E
d Stevens runs one of
the largest e-com-
merce companies in
the music industry,
but his attitude could-

n’t be more mom-and-pop.
“My parents have owned a

furniture store for 35 years,”
said Stevens,  founder and
CEO of Shopatron. “I know all
about local retail.”

Since launching his com-
pany nine years ago, he has
brought those values to the e-
commerce realm. Shopatron
provides suppliers with shop-
ping cart-enabled Web sites
that pass off orders to local
retailers. And the concept has
legs: Shopatron’s second-quar-
ter same-store sales in music
increased 27 percent, led by
such clients as Mel Bay, JL
Audio and Ernie Ball.

“We saw same-store sales
up across all of our businesses
in the second quarter, and the
music industry was better than
our average,” Stevens said.

He attributed the rise to
more consumers using e-com-
merce and, within the music
industry,  more suppl iers
investing in online marketing.

“They’re free to do a lot of
online marketing when the
retailer knows it’s benefitting
them,” Stevens said. “It enables
[suppliers] to go out and really
be aggressive and clever and in
the consumer’s face. And retail-
ers, if they happen to catch
wind of it, know it’s going to
come back to them.”

NEW ONLINE TOOLS

In August, Shopatron kicked
its service up a notch with

the addition of an m-commerce
platform for smart phones.
The platform has been applied

to suppliers’ online stores at no
extra cost.

Stevens said he wasn’t sold
on m-commerce at first but
changed his mind after seeing
the numbers.

“When we started to see
the mobile traffic going from a
tenth of a percent to a half of a
percent to 1 percent to 2 per-
cent, we were like, ‘Look at
the growth rate on this m-
commerce traffic,’’’ Stevens
said. “I would say that next
year, we’ll probably see 5-per-
cent  [growth] .  And that ’s
starting from a point where it
was less than 1 percent at the
beginning of the year.

“There are many times in a
person’s life when their smart
phone is the only media device
that they have.”

Early data suggests that
iPad sales conversion rates are
even higher than that of fellow
mobile devices, rising 2.04 per-
cent in June. Plus, Shopatron’s
numbers revealed iPad conver-
sion rates to be as much as
double the rate of personal
computers.

“We were surprised to find
that the iPad performed so
well,” said Mark Grondin, the
company’s senior vice presi-
dent of marketing. “Because
shopping on the iPad is so
much easier, we believe that it
can perform an important role
driving m-commerce into the
mainstream.”

Another new initiative, the
Shopatron Affiliate Network,
sends targeted visitors to sup-
pliers’ online stores. The com-
pany has developed a network
of online marketing partners
that get paid to direct customers
to Shopatron sites. Larger affili-
ates include Google; smaller

ones would be Web sites dedi-
cated to niche markets.

THE PRICE STABILIZATION TREND

S tevens is currently in what
he called “very solid” dis-

cussions with more music
products suppliers to make
them Shopatron users. He said
he expects his company’s music
industry presence to “grow
robustly” and believes that’s
good news for independent
brick-and-mortar retailers.

“Our goal is to walk the
walk,” he said. “We’re 100-per-
cent confident that local retail
plays a critical role in the health
of an industry. Manufacturers
that sell direct to consumers
and rationalize that it’s some-
how good for their retailers
have a misplaced strategy.

“How can a brick-and-mor-
tar be replaced? How can you
communicate the tone of a
Gretsch guitar unless a kid
holds it in his hands?”

And to those who fear e-
commerce is driving prices
into the dirt, Stevens suggested
that the opposite’s happening.
He said price stabilization is a
growing trend and cited
Apple’s example.

“To me,  manufacturers
have a much more vested inter-
est in price stabilization. And
I think as soon as that vested
interest exists, the legal frame-
works are there for it.

“Apple has price stabiliza-
tion across all channels. They
know that consumers get con-
fused by price shopping. They
want customers to be thinking
about how fun and cool the
products are, not whether they
can get an iPod for $479 down
the street rather than $485
where they’re shopping.” MI

SHOPATRON I BY ZACH PHILLIPS

THE E-TAIL PARTNER

Shopatron
aims to drive

more brick-
and-mortar

business via
e-commerce

Ed Stevens

Photo by Dennis Young
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O
n Sept. 1, Roland
U.S. took on dis-
tribution of all
Cakewalk by
Roland-branded

hardware products. It also
became the distributor of
Cakewalk software to inde-
pendent retailers. The move
aims to give dealers better
access to Cakewalk product.

On the same day, Roland
also announced its future brand-
ing strategy. RSS by Roland and
Edirol by Roland brands will be
consolidated under the Roland
brand. The company’s also
making the transition from
Cakewalk by Roland as a hard-
ware and software brand to sim-
ply a software brand.

Music  Inc. Editor  Zach
Phillips spoke with Roland
President  and CEO Chris
Bristol in late August to hear
about these developments and
why music retailers should
capitalize on technology prod-
ucts. Highlights:

Phillips: Why is Cakewalk
a good partner for Roland?

Bristol : While  other
Roland companies in North
America design and manufac-
ture products, Roland U.S. is
primarily a sales and market-
ing organization. Cakewalk’s a
development and engineering
company se l l ing software
product. We have more than
20 salespeople in the field
with an average tenure of eas-
ily over 15 years. We have
strong relationships, and we’re
out in the field every day.

So it made sense that we
would take on the sales of the
Cakewalk by Roland-branded
products — the interfaces, the
keyboards and speakers — and
also help Cakewalk with the

sales of the software. Because
we’re in the stores all the time.

I really believe we will find
new business for [Cakewalk].

Phillips: Have independent
retailers been underserved by
Cakewalk?

Bristol: I don’t think they
were particularly underserved.
However, Roland will defi-
nitely bring additional benefits
to the table. A large compo-
nent of this is that Roland U.S.
can offer more solutions and
applications to the typical MI

customer. For example, with
our expertise in the guitar
market,  we may be able to
turn on more guitar dealers to
the PC music environment.

Cakewalk’s been very suc-
cessful at selling its own soft-
ware. But I’ve got to believe
there are plenty of small retail-
ers around the country that
would like to get involved in,
let’s call it, PC music, but they
don’t know how to get started.
We’re there to help them. We
have a lot of enhanced serv-
ices. We have a really good
product support staff here at
Roland, and so does Cakewalk.
So we can support the dealer
really well.

Cakewalk already has a
strong relationship with the
large chains — Guitar Center,
Sam Ash and Musician’s
Friend. That’s fine with us.
Frankly, we’re looking at all
the other dealers that we deal
with every day.

Independent retailers are
going to get a high level of serv-

ice, face to face. We can actually
be in stores with our salespeo-
ple. Also, we have a lot of prod-
uct specialists that record. They
can speak to the whole art of it.

Phillips: So Roland will now
be Cakewalk’s main distributor?

Bristol: Aside from a few
chain stores, the answer is
“yes,” and we hope to become
one of the largest worldwide.

We also think this is an
important area of our business
going forward — PC music,
people sitting around with
their laptops. Where are all
the recording studios? They’re
in people’s homes. And that’s
where we need to be.

Phillips: Are you going to
try turning non-technology
retailers onto recording gear?

Bristol: Absolutely. I don’t
want to talk about some of our
plans because it’s premature,
but we look at the schools and
teachers as a huge area of busi-
ness for us.

You can digitally reproduce
your music on iTunes now —
record your music and publish
it. Anyone can do it. So if you
had a music store, wouldn’t
you like to show kids how to
record their music and put it
up there? Of course you would.

Phillips: Any other plans
for the partnership?

Bristol: I think the thing
that’s cool is that we have
these incredibly gifted engi-
neers at Cakewalk. The syn-
ergy that they can provide for
some of our Roland products
is pretty powerful. To be able
to include certain types of
software in with our products
would be pretty neat — don’t
you think? MI

ROLAND U.S., CAKEWALK I DISTRIBUTION

TECHNOLOGY GIANTS UNITE

Chris Bristol
on the

Cakewalk 
partnership

and untapped
opportunity in

recording
products

Chris Bristol
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HEIL I PARTNERSHIP

The Mercy Lounge of Nashville,
Tenn., has entered into a partner-

ship with Heil Sound, making Heil the
mic of choice for the club’s live events.
Opened in 2004, the lounge is used for
record-release parties, DVD shoots
and live recordings. A full Heil Sound

mic package is in place, including PR
35s, PR 30s, PR 40s, an HM Pro Plus,
PR 22s and an HDK drum mic kit.

“[Heil] truly set a new standard both
in build quality and performance,” said
Chris Wilhelm, production manager at
the Mercy Lounge. {heilsound.com}

Heil Rocks the
Mercy Lounge

Yamaha has joined forces with Nick Rail Music of
Santa Barbara, Calif., to provide a range of student

instruments for the first-ever expansion of the Youth
Orchestra Los Angeles (YOLA) program.

Now in its fourth year, YOLA will expand beyond its
YOLA EXPO Center Youth Orchestra, which has given
music for free to hundreds of underserved students in
south Los Angeles by creating a second outpost of free
music education at Heart of Los Angeles (HOLA). This
new program will use more than 115 brand-new Yamaha
instruments for its first season, beginning this
September.

Every year, more than 200 students are provided with
free instruments and group lessons several times each
week through the program, and they are also given the
opportunity to rehearse as an orchestra on Saturdays. 

“There’s a special place in my heart for HOLA, as my
first seven years were spent right in the neighborhood
where HOLA will flourish,” said Nick Rail, founder and
president of Nick Rail Music. “Two years later, I had the
unexpected opportunity to join school band, and the pas-
sion has never left me.” {yamaha.com}

YAMAHA I OUTREACH

GIFT OF MUSIC

From left: Mercy Lounge’s John Bruton and
Chris Wilhelm, Heil Sound’s Bob Heil and

Mercy Lounge’s William Benninger

Korg USA has announced it’s parting
ways with Marshall Amplification. The

two companies have reached an agreement
where Korg, which has represented two of
the industry’s major amplifier brands for
several decades, will no longer distribute
Marshall products as of Oct 1. Marshall will
open its own branded distribution network,
Marshall USA, to serve the U.S. market.

“Korg USA has had a reputation as a
brand builder,” said Joe Castronovo, Korg
USA president. “We’re extremely proud of
the job we’ve done for Marshall over many
years and wish them luck in the future.”

Korg will continue to distribute, market,
service and support its parent company’s
brands, Korg and Vox, as well as the
recently added Lâg guitar brand.

“The Marshall brand has been well-
served by the efforts of Korg USA, and we
would like to thank them for many years of
loyal service, support and friendship,” said
Jon Ellery, Marshall’s co-managing director.
“The time is now right for us to distribute
and market our products in the U.S., taking
the Marshall brand to the next level.”
{korg.com}

KORG I PARTNERSHIP

KORG,
MARSHALL
PART WAYS
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In a recently filed lawsuit, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for Middle
Tennessee is seeking forfeiture of six guitars from Gibson that are par-

tially made of ebony and other pieces of rare wood.
Authorities raided the Nashville, Tenn., manufacturer’s guitar plant last

November and seized ebony wood in various forms that were deemed illegal.
The civil action suit, which seeks possession of property already in

authorities’ custody, cites the Lacey Act, which “authorizes forfeiture of
all plants” imported, exported, transported and in any way acquired in
violation of federal statutes that protect various natural resources.

Gibson previously stated that it was “fully cooperating” with the inves-
tigation. The company has been supported by the National Resource
Defense Council, and before the raid, Gibson CEO Henry Juszkiewicz
was a board member of the Rainforest Alliance. In 2008, the organization
approved Gibson’s factory after an inspection that did not include review-
ing its supply chain for ebony. {gibson.com}

GIBSON I LAWSUIT

Gibson Saga Continues
b

TRADEMARK

API’s Lunchbox Gets
Trademarked
API’s lunchbox has been

awarded trademark status by
the United States Patent and
Trademark Office. Granted July 13,
the registration recognizes API as
the creator of the format and lets
the company more effectively mar-
ket the lunchbox frame. The official
trademark registration symbol pro-
vides API with both product identity
and protection when the lunchbox
is mentioned in print or online.

“This helps verify to our friends
in the audio community that API is
and always has been the creator of
the lunchbox and the 500 series
format,” said Larry Droppa, API
president. “If you say ‘lunchbox,’ it
means the API lunchbox.”

In other news, the Asia Pacific
Media Group (APMG) will be API’s
exclusive representative in the
expanding Asia Pacific region. 
{apiaudio.com}

DISTRIBUTION

Daisy Rocks Japan
Daisy Rock Girl Guitars has

announced that TEAC Corp. is
now the exclusive distributor of
Daisy Rock guitars and basses in
Japan.

“It is an honor and a privilege to
work with TEAC to make Daisy
Rock Guitars available to all the
girls in Japan,” said Tish Ciravolo,
president and founder of Daisy
Rock Guitars. “They understand
and can further our mission to pro-
vide girls of all ages with whatever
it takes to learn to play guitar and
enjoy music.” {daisyrock.com}

EVENT

NAMM Sponsors
ICMPC
The NAMM Foundation spon-

sored the 11th International
Conference on Music Perception
and Cognition (ICMPC), held Aug.
23–27 at the University of
Washington in Seattle.

“The NAMM Foundation is again
supporting this gathering of world-
renowned music researchers and
professionals who are exploring the
many aspects of music’s effect on
the brain and human functions,”
said Mary Luehrsen, executive
director of the NAMM Foundation.
{namm.org}
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On June 29, one week before his
70th birthday, Ringo Starr and

his All Star Band performed in
Boston. There, John DeChristopher,
Zildjian’s vice president of artist
relations and event marketing and a
longtime friend of Starr, stopped by
to present the music legend with a
pair of Tiffany silver cufflinks as a

birthday gift from Zildjian.
“Ringo was very gracious and

genuinely appreciated us acknowl-
edging his milestone birthday,”
DeChristopher said. “When he saw
the Tiffany box, he gave me a big
smile, which was a huge relief. I
mean, what do you give a Beatle for
his birthday?” {zildjian.com}

ZILDJIAN I RECOGNITION

ZILDJIAN WISHES
RINGO A HAPPY 70TH

Ringo Starr (left) and Zildjian’s
John DeChristopher
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Hohner has introduced The Sure Thing promotion,
which is designed to help dealers try its new prod-

ucts comfortably. The promotion gives free freight and
45-day terms to all credit-approved dealers who
haven’t tried Lanikai LKP-C Uke packs and Essential
Folk or Parlor acoustic guitars at master pack pricing.
If the units are still unsold after 45 days, Hohner will
issue a call tag and take them back at no charge.
{hohnerusa.com; lanikaiukes.com}

A ttendees at this summer’s Osheaga
Music and Arts Festival in Montreal

caught  a  g l impse of  the future  on
Sennheiser’s Green Stage. Sponsored and
realized in part by Sennheiser Canada’s
energy-efficient K-array loudspeaker and
subwoofer technology and the Innovason
Eclipse console and signal processor, the
Sennheiser  Green
Stage leveraged both
conventional and for-
ward-thinking tech-
nologies  toward
music’s sustainable
future.

Sennheiser des-
igned a sound rein-
forcement system
through the K-array
loudspeaker and sub-
woofer technologies
and the Innovason
Eclipse digital console.
Combined with a
high-quality l ive
microphone package,
Sennheiser’s contri-
bution elevated the impact of the Green
Stage music while also reducing the
demand on renewable energy technologies.

“The Green Stage dropped our carbon
footprint a few sizes,” said Patrick
Brayley of Evenko, formerly the Gillette
Entertainment Group. “Everyone who
was involved was thrilled with the sound
and what we accomplished, and we’re
already looking forward to making the
stage  even greener  next  year.”
{sennheiser.com}

SENNHEISER I EVENT

SENNHEISER
GOES GREEN
AT OSHEAGA

HOHNER I PROMOTION

Hohner’s Sure Thing

The
audio

company
drops its

carbon
footprint

‘a few
sizes’

with the
Green
Stage
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ONLINE

Barcus-Berry Updates
Catalog, Web Site
Barcus-Berry has redesigned the

new 2010 Barcus-Berry catalog
to include all of its new products. To
complement the redesigned catalog,
Barcus-Berry also updated its Web
site. The site features the newest
products and artists, which will also
be featured on Barcus-Berry social
networking sites. {barcusberry.com}
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VIC FIRTH I EVENT

COAST MUSIC VISITS VIC
V ic  Firth recently hosted its

Canadian distribution partner,
Coast Music, and 36 representatives
from Canadian retail stores at the
Vic Firth manufacturing plant in
Newport, Maine.

The trip included a tour of the Vic
Firth manufacturing plant, which let

the team learn about the company’s
complete manufacturing process.

“The chance for our retailers to
witness the manufacturing process
first-hand and meet Vic himself were
obvious highlights of the trip,” said
Scott Atkins, Coast Music’s percus-
sion product manager. {vicfirth.com}
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TRIBUTE
Thank you for your contributions to the
music industry. You will be missed.

k Bob Beals
Bob Beals, for-
mer president of
Evans
Drumheads,
passed away on
Aug. 7. Beals
became presi-
dent of Evans in
1959 and revolu-
tionized not only
the company but
drumheads 
altogether.

k Gene Czerwinski
Gene Czerwinski, the founder of
Cerwin-Vega, passed away at the
beginning of August. Czerwinski
was responsible for several major
achievements in the development of
audio technology.

k Jacob Malta
Jacob Malta, founder of MalMark,
passed away on Aug. 9. Malta was
an innovator in designing handbells
and hand chimes.

Bob Beals

Hal Leonard is now distributing elementary educa-
tional products from Centerville, Iowa-based Mystic

Publishing and Freddie the Frog. The deal went into
effect on Sept. 1. The newly formed LLC, Freddie the
Frog, will focus on plush toys targeted at the mass mar-
ket. All Mystic Publishing and Freddie the Frog products
are covered under the new agreement.

“Kids truly respond to the character and gain a solid
foundation in and love for music,” said Bruce Bush, sales
and marketing manager of educational music for Hal
Leonard. “We are proud to make these publications
available to a worldwide audience.” {halleonard.com}

HAL LEONARD I PARTNERSHIP

HAL’S NEW
FRIEND FREDDIE

PureSound Percussion has signifi-
cantly reduced pricing on its

Custom, Equalizer, Concert, Super 30
and Twisted snare wire models due to
its Lean manufacturing.

Lean manufacturing, pioneered by
Toyota, is the elimination of all types
of waste from the manufacturing
process that add no value for the

customer.
“With Lean manufacturing,

PureSound has gained production effi-
ciencies that allow us to offer prod-
ucts with an increased level of quality
to the consumer but with much lower
prices,” said Michael Robinson, senior
product manager of percussion.
{puresoundpercussion.com}

PURESOUND I PARTNERSHIP

Purely Sound Savings
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Alfred
Publishing has
promoted Bob
Phillips to 
director of string
publications.

Aphex has
named Jim Bailey
product manager.

In his new position, Bailey will oversee the
development of Aphex’s core line of pro-

fessional audio and broadcast products, as
well as the company’s expansion into other
markets.

Audio Technica recently hired Mark
Donovan for the newly created position of
sales engineer.

Blue Microphones has appointed
Stacey Moran as its new vice president of
marketing.

Earthworks has named Bill Norton to
the newly created position of COO.

APPOINTMENTS

Schimmel Pianos has named Rob Slayman vice
president and director of marketing and sales. He

has been with Schimmel for nearly 12 years. Other
new appointments at Schimmel include Glenn Clutter,
recently appointed as director of sales and promotions,
and Debbie Wise, named executive administrator in
charge of credit management and logistics. 

>>> Bob Phillips

Rob
Slayman

Schimmel Pianos
Team Expands
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S t. Louis Music is now the exclusive dis-
tributor for Curt Mangan Strings.

Mangan, who worked for Ernie Ball for 18
years, set up his own company in 2004 and
has carved out a reputation as a premium-
quality U.S. string manufacturer. The addi-
tion of the SLM channel will add to the

1,000 dealers already selling Curt Mangan
Strings throughout the United States.

“Curt’s commitment to quality and
knowledge of how to wind strings was
instantly apparent,” said Chris Meikle,
SLM senior vice president.
{usbandsupplies.com}

ST. LOUIS MUSIC I DISTRIBUTION

SLM DISTRIBUTES FOR CURT

From left: SLM’s Chris Meikle, Curt
Mangan and SLM’s Rich Dumstorff 
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Musicorp welcomed a visit from retir-
ing Fender CEO Bill Mendello on

July 21. Mendello and his wife, Donna,
stopped by Musicorp’s headquarters to
thank the staff of Musicorp and M&A
Sales. He recently announced that he will
retire from his position later this year
after 30 years with Fender.

Dan Roberts, Musicorp’s vice presi-
dent of sales, presented a Barcus-Berry
Piano Black Vibrato Violin to Mendello.
It was signed by all Musicorp and M&A
Sales employees.

“We were very
glad Bil l  Mendello
was able to come by
and chat with us,”
Roberts said. “We are
very proud to be part
of the Fender family.”

In other Musicorp
news, employees have
donated money to
Project Cool Breeze, a
Charleston,  S.C. ,
cause that provides
fans and window A/C
units to disadvantaged seniors during the
summer.

Periodically throughout the 2010 sum-
mer months, Musicorp employees had
the opportunity to pay $3 each for the
chance to wear shorts and flip-flops to
work to help combat the summer heat. In
return, all proceeds were donated directly
to Project Cool Breeze. 

“Musicorp employees are always great
about finding ways to give back to the
community and help those less fortu-
nate,” Roberts said. {musicorp.com}

From left: Donna and Bill
Mendello with Dan Roberts

MUSICORP I EVENT

Musicorp Bids
Farewell

‘We are
very

proud to
be part
of the

Fender
family.’
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T
here’s a basic assump-
tion that we’re more
content when we
have more choices. In
this age of consumer

abundance, we have endless
fast-food restaurants, innumer-
able options in toothpaste and
cold remedies, and, of course, a
bazillion kinds of breakfast cere-
als. Does this make us happier? I
suggest it might not.

Subway is  one of  my
favorite places to grab a sand-
wich. Despite the number of
variations in cold cuts and pre-
cooked meats, six breads, eight
condiments, and seven vegeta-
bles, I have three favorite com-
binations, and the “Sandwich
Artists” really move the line at
the busy hour. They’re sea-
soned pros,  pun intended.
Most of us regulars can stand
in line, bark our orders and be
on our way with a fresh, satis-
fying concoction in minutes —
if we’re ready to order.

The other day, I was stand-
ing in line behind two elderly
grandparents with four little
kids who didn’t know what
they wanted. Their indecision
took an agonizing amount of
t ime.  Even though they
marched off somewhat content

with their lunch, I’m not sure
the opportunity to create their
own personal culinary art
made the kids any happier
than they would’ve been with
spartan Happy Meals from
McDonalds. Also, Grandma
and Grandpa were thoroughly
frazzled by the 20 questions
required to make the tots
happy. Six-inch? Twelve-inch?

Wheat, honey, oat? Nuked or
toasted? There were long
pauses between each question.

With choice comes responsi-
bility, and some people want as
little of that as possible. “What
if I  got the honey mustard
instead of the spicy mustard? It
will be my own fault if I don’t
like it.” Notice the best estab-
lishments offer light sugges-
tions and “limited” chef’s
specials. Even at the drive-in
they suggest you try one thing.
It’s a great way to avoid traffic-
jamming, deer-in-the-headlights
indecisiveness, let alone blow
out slower-moving inventory.

Threatened by the infinite
opportunity of Internet retail,
we fall into the trap of think-
ing we need to offer more in
our stores. I dare say that’s the
opposite of where we dare go.
The classic three-tier good-bet-
ter-best rings true more than
ever, and believe it or not, you
are more often doing your cus-
tomer a favor keeping addi-
t ional  choices invisible.
Granted, stock needs to be
well-calculated and researched.
But I  suggest  that  a  local
retailer’s ultimate success
comes by how well store buy-
ers manage this inventory-

screening process.
Have you ever seen a cus-

tomer who’s on the verge of a
buying decision become para-
lyzed because a new option
was introduced? This is a com-
mon salesperson’s nightmare,
especially one who’s arrogant
in the course of upselling. The
salesperson ends up completely
unraveling the established
safety net — the item the cus-
tomer felt  at  ease with.  A
greater sin is mentioning inven-
tory that’s not on hand or an
unavailable competitive prod-
uct. Surely, you have some of
these types in your store: “Out
of the nine chromatic tuners I
just showed you, my favorite is
the one that’s on backorder.”
(Owner in back room tears out
his hair by the roots.)

People want choice, but they
don’t want to be responsible for
being wrong. Limiting alterna-
tives to a smart selection makes
lives easier and liberates cus-
tomers. Streamlining not only
reduces inventory costs and
focuses staff but, ultimately, bet-
ter serves your customers. MI

Ted Eschliman is a 30-year veteran of music
retail and co-owner of Dietze Music in
Southeast Nebraska. Mel Bay published his
book, Getting Into Jazz Mandolin.

INDEPENDENT RETAIL I BY TED ESCHLIMAN

CHOICE PARALYSIS

> The Lesson Room Page 42     > Customer Care Page 44     > Lessons Learned Page 46     > Streetwise Selling Page 48>>> Inside IDEAS
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Too many
choices can

put customers
into buying

paralysis
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I
n past holiday seasons, I could always pull out my Santa hat and
revamp what I did for marketing the year before. And usually, it made
for a successful promotional strategy. That changed last year. Maybe it
was the economy, but I think consumers are also starting to disregard
traditional forms of marketing and selling.
This year, I’m trying something new. I’m relying heavily on my Web

site and social media, particularly YouTube and Facebook. It’s not earth-
shattering, but check out my plans.

BROADCAST THE STORE

My customers love video content. I received a lot response
at parent meetings about the rental information on my

YouTube page. After I called on schools, the kids also tended
to go to the page.

YouTube brings your store to life in the comfort of the
customer’s home. People don’t want to get sold to anymore.
They want to buy based on their own ideas. YouTube is a
great place for such discovery.

You’ve figured out which items you plan to sell this holi-
day season. Bring the products to life by showing how they’re
played or used in a video. How many new guitarists would
dig a capo if they knew what it could do?

Have your music teachers demo and discuss new products
and print music — especially if it’s a play-along book. Store

events can be broadcasted, partic-
ular ly  c l inics  and contests .
YouTube is also the perfect outlet
for discussing how-to videos and
featured gift ideas. The more
video, the better.

GET FACE TIME

Facebook is all the buzz right
now, so you need to use it to

your advantage. Create a Facebook
page for your store, and invite
customers and students to “like”

or “join” the page.
Facebook can be used to promote many different facets of a store, such

as new product arrivals, weekly specials, events and new teacher
announcements. Cross-promote by posting your YouTube videos on the
Facebook page.

Put a link to your Web site on Facebook and vice versa. And don’t for-
get to advertise the page in your showroom.

SYNERGIZE YOUR SITE

Your store ’s  Web s i te
should be synergized with

social media through links to
your Facebook page and
YouTube videos. For example,
if you have an “every guitarist
wants a 12-string” YouTube
video, make sure you have a
related page and info on your
Web site. Specific product
videos can also be included
with the product’s specs.

REVAMP THE SHOWROOM

Your store needs to be like
your Facebook presence,

YouTube videos and Web site.
You don’t want customers to
watch exciting video content
and show up at a store that
looks like a mortuary.

Run your YouTube videos
in the showroom. Make some
DVDs from the content, and
let them loop. Put the guitar
product videos in the guitar
department and the lesson
videos in every department.

Get out to the local schools
and hand out fliers for your
music lessons program. Hype
the YouTube and Facebook
pages to the kids.

Don’t forget that music les-
sons make great gifts, so hand
every customer in your store a
lessons f l ier  — with your
YouTube information,  of
course. MI

Pete Gamber is the owner of Alta Loma
Music in Rancho Cucamonga, Calif. 
He welcomes questions and comments 
at pete@altalomamusic.com.

THE LESSON ROOM I BY PETE GAMBER

Holiday Marketing 2.0

Synergize your 
showroom, Web site 
and social media for 
the holiday season
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G
host parent syndrome is one of the most difficult conditions
to deal with when running a music lessons program. Ghost
parents, or GPs, start with the best intentions — they want to
give their kids a musical education — and outbreaks happen
among the best people. Early symptoms are hard to spot

because, at first, these parents purchase all the right equipment for their
kids. They ask a lot of questions and like to know the backgrounds of
teachers, staff and the business. They seem like ideal clients.

But there are telltale signs that ghost parent syndrome is setting in. A
parent may suddenly disappear from your waiting room shortly
after lessons start every week. Or, a parent won’t communicate
with teachers and staff unless there’s a problem, such as missed
lessons or billing errors. For the most part, GPs always drive up
and drop off. Sometimes, they’ll start showing up later and later
each week, turning your staff into a babysitting service.

This causes problems, particularly when you need to speak
with them about a tuition increase, lesson cancellation or studio
policy upgrade. I once had a GP argue about a tuition increase
nearly six months after the rate changed. True to form, the par-
ent had never come in the shop to see the large signs posted at
the entrance. We’d also e-mailed notices to all current students,
and teachers had handed out reminder letters.

Having said that, ghost parent syndrome can be misdiag-
nosed. We often overlook the fact that people’s lives change due

to work-related issues and family
problems. Still, it’s critical to get
GPs involved in your lesson pro-
gram. Consider this multi-tiered
approach for treating them.

Be detailed. At registration,
be upfront and define your expec-
tations. Explain that you encour-
age parents to sit in on lessons;
you understand people are busy
and know they can’t attend every
lesson; success is tied to frequent

communication between parents, students and teachers; having them in the
shop regularly is essential for them to know about policy updates, so there
are no surprises; and it’s important that they pick up their children on time.
Make sure this is written out and they have copies for their records, prefer-
ably signed by both parties. You can’t give them too much information.

E-mail. Require a primary, secondary and student e-mail address at reg-
istration. (Parents often have as many as four accounts.) All e-mail
addresses are entered into our database for monthly newsletters and added

to our lesson management sys-
tem, so we can call and e-mail
if a teacher is sick.

Facebook. We’ve found that
most of our teachers are friends
with their students and their
students’ parents on Facebook.
Teachers have figured out that
they can contact most GPs
through Facebook and get a
response, if not immediately, at
least within 24 hours.

Texting. Our teachers and
staff also use texting as an
easy way to contact GPs. We
ask at registration if it’s OK to
text with updates, issues or
news that’s pertinent to les-
sons and our business.

Give them a reason to
come in and stay. We noticed
we had lots of stay-at-home
moms bringing their kids to
lessons, so we changed up our
magazine selection with titles
that would appeal to them —
Better Homes And Gardens,
Women’s Health and People. We
also installed large, comfortable
chairs and big-screen TVs.
We’re even experimenting with
serving a glass of wine (or beer
for men) after 5 p.m. and giv-
ing out cards to the coffee shop
next door. If you don’t have
one, consider building a small
coffee bar in the corner of your
shop. It doesn’t take up much
space and entices parents to
stick around. Plus, it’s a nice
perk for staff and teachers. MI

Billy Cuthrell operates Progressive Music
Center and askourmusicians.com. Contact
him at billy@ppdsonline.com.

CUSTOMER CARE I BY BILLY CUTHRELL

Ghost Parent Syndrome

Keep no-show parents
involved in music lessons,
or you might become a
babysitting service
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S
ome decisions make themselves. When you run out of your best-
selling guitar strings, you’ll likely order more. When Elton John
comes to town and wants to stop by your store to try some
pianos, chances are you’ll accommodate him. When your
accountant suddenly announces he’s tripling his retainer, you’ll

probably hustle to shop for a new one. If all decisions in business were this
easy, everyone would be in business.

But easy decisions are a rarity. Instead, most decisions are
riddled with several shades of gray. And once in a while, some
decisions are so tough that they damn near paralyze us.

I dare say that the majority of my decisions as a music
retailer were not clear-cut. Ironically, as I got older and more
experienced in the business, the number of really tough deci-
sions seemed to grow. I believe this was due to an increasingly
challenging business climate combined with my own aware-
ness of the consequences of wrong decisions.

The following are a few of my really difficult decisions,
how I handled them and, as always, some lessons learned in
the process.

THREE NEAR-PARALYZING DECISIONS

Many years ago, exclusivity was far more prominent in the
combo business. At the height of the synthesizer explo-

sion, customers considered my company the go-to store for high-
tech products, and we enjoyed
exclusive arrangements on many
key lines. In reality, we and the
manufacturers needed it that way
in order to show the lines in their
best light. But then the keyboard
market weakened, and suppliers
started to look for additional distri-
bution. I was forced to either allow
this change or open another branch
to satisfy my vendors.

In hindsight, opening the new
branch was a miserable choice. It momentarily doused the fire that was
being fed by the winds of change. But in the long haul, with the weakening
keyboard market, the inevitable happened, and more dealers were opened.

The next decision, which took place in the not-so-distant past, involved
a particular vendor that started forcing its dealers into large buy-ins every
year. The difficulty in the decision was based on my perception that the
line was indispensable to my company’s reputation. I believed that without
this product I wouldn’t be viewed as a serious player. So I ignored the fact

that I’d never turn my inven-
tory quickly enough to justify
the investment and acquiesced
to the company’s demands
several times before realizing
that enough was enough.

The final botched decision
involved my banking relation-
ship. I’d had a wonderful local
banker for the past quarter cen-
tury. Countless millions of dol-
lars passed through the account.
I had been warned that every-
thing changes when you
announce that you’re closing
your business, but I trusted that
this particular relationship
transcended the normal pitfalls.
Despite excellent plans for an
orderly dissolution of my com-
pany, let’s just say the bank had
an itchy trigger finger.

WHAT WENT WRONG?

The common thread in all
these decisions is that I

failed to focus, first and fore-
most, on my own company.

I made a decision to benefit
my vendors. I made a decision
based on perceived customer
reactions. And I made a deci-
sion based on an honored rela-
tionship. In each case, the right
decision would’ve been the
decision that had the most pos-
itive effect on company prof-
itability. The bottom line is the
bottom line — and everything
else is just noise. MI

Gerson Rosenbloom is managing director of
Wechter Guitars. He’s former president of
Medley Music and a past NAMM chairman.
E-mail him at gersonmusicinc@gmail.com.

LESSONS LEARNED I BY GERSON ROSENBLOOM

Tough Decisions

The common thread
behind most bad
decisions retailers make
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T
he No. 1 reason music retailers have telephones is to get cus-
tomers in the store. Selling prospects on what you, your dealer-
ship and your products can do for them is much easier
in-person than over the phone, so you’ve got to get people in
your showroom.

Many salespeople believe they are close to making a sale when a would-
be buyer calls. That’s not the case. Customers typically research online and
call three to four stores when they’re planning on purchasing something of

any grandeur. That said, they only physically visit one or two
stores before making the buy. The telephone is critical.

TELEPHONE BASICS

I t’s important to practice, fine tune and apply excellent phone
skills every day. You’ll maximize your closes and become a

better salesperson in the process. Here are the basics:
1. Answer the phone by the third ring.
2. Use a three-step greeting. For example: “Good after-

noon. Thanks for calling Dave’s Music Store. My name is
Sue.” Speak clearly, slow down and be friendly. Smile when
you pick up. It works.

3. Always have a pen and paper handy. When a caller says
his name, write it down, so you can use it during the call. If he
doesn’t give a name, ask for it and repeat it.

4. Don’t leave a caller on hold for more than 30 seconds. If it’s
going to take longer, ask the caller
for his number, and call back.

5. Make sure everyone who
answers the phone can give clear,
accurate directions to the store
within a 20-mile radius. And
avoid sending prospects past com-
petitors whenever possible.

6. Inform the caller of your
hours of operation before hanging
up, and invite him to the store.

7. Concentrate on the caller,
and listen carefully. Repeat what he or she says. Reading and typing e-
mails during a phone conversation is distracting and rude. Don’t do it.

NEVER QUOTE PRICES

T elephone prospects are quick to cut you out of the picture. If you sound
uninformed, don’t have a product in stock or talk price, you’re risking

being crossed off the list. Giving out a price, in particular, can be the kiss
of death. Smaller independents wouldn’t lose as many deals to the Internet

if they didn’t quote so many
prices on the phone. Even if
you give a reasonable explana-
tion for your prices, all the
customer hears is, “$399 ...
blah, blah, blah.”

STAND OUT

S trike a chord with the cus-
tomer on the other end of

the line. Be the kind of person
he wants to meet face to face
before he buys. Underneath
every phone conversation
about products and prices lies
the rest of the story. Get cus-
tomers talking. Ask questions.
They’re looking for someone
who understands their hopes
and desires, someone who can
help them fulfill their dreams
better than anyone else. If you
can be that person, they’ll at
least come in.

ASK FOR THE FAVOR

One of my prized retail
techniques is to tell the

customer, “When you come
in, ask for me. My name is
Kenny.” This is a powerful
way to end a call. When you
ask a customer to do you a lit-
tle favor — to ask for you by
name — it makes him subcon-
sciously think you’re going to
owe him one back. It works
l ike a  charm. As an extra
bonus,  your boss wil l  be
impressed when someone asks
for you by name. MI

Kenny Smith is an industry veteran and con-
sults both retailers and suppliers. Find him
at kennysmithsalesguru.com.

STREETWISE SELLING I BY KENNY SMITH

How to Use the Phone

What you don’t know
about the telephone 
could be costing you
serious sales volume
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Photo by Karen Solem
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I
believe parents and school admin-
istrators know music and arts
education has a positive impact
on students. Many are trying to
keep school programs alive as

budget cuts threaten to eliminate
them. But sometimes, the water is
too deep, and cutting a program is the
only solution.

In Illinois alone, our governor
has cut $311 million from the edu-
cation budget — a 4.3-percent drop
statewide. Most school districts are
struggling to keep programs and
staffing.

A few years  ago,  Ridgeland
School District 122 in Oak Lawn,
Ill., was forced to eliminate several
programs, including band. Still, the
high school band director and con-
cerned parents wanted the kids to
have a musical outlet. They inquired
if a fee-based after-school program
would be an option, and the admin-
istration was receptive. So, begin-
ning in the 2008–’09 academic year,
we stepped in and provided a band
program for the district.

‘HIRE US TO FIRE US’

W e met with the administra-
tion to discuss the dynamics

of how the program would work.
Everyone agreed that the ultimate
goal was to have the program to
keep the band on life support until
a full-time, funded program could
be restored. That’s a key factor: I
stressed to the superintendent
that we wanted him to “hire us so
he could fire us” as soon as a dis-
trict - funded program could be
reinstated.

Fortunately, our company has a
long, proud history of providing fee-
based programs in private schools.

We also had a long, established rela-
tionship with the school district
before the crisis. This experience
provided credibility to our proposal
and started from a position of trust.

THE TEACHER FACTOR

The key to succeeding with this
type of program — or any music

program, funded or not — is finding
the right teacher. We are very care-
ful to try to find a perfect match for
each particular situation. In this
case, our teacher is an alumnus of
the school, knows the community,
has a strong desire to see the pro-
gram restored and would love to be
offered the position if the band pro-
gram is reinstated in the future. She
teaches at a neighboring school all
day and goes to the junior high to
run the after-school program.

During the last 10 years, we have
provided similar programs in other
Chicagoland school districts experi-
encing similar emergencies. We are
pleased to report that the band pro-
gram in Grayslake District 46 was
restored after our program kept the
band on life support for two years.
Plus, the district was able to hire
not only our teacher but two addi-
tional faculty.

A similar result happened in
East Maine District 63 (Niles)
when not only the band program
was restored but the orchestra pro-
gram was too after being eliminated
25 years earlier!

By blending a combination of the
right motive, the right teacher and a
cooperative administration, we have
been able to see a few band pro-
grams through the stormy seas until
a time when the waters were right
for smooth sailing.

MUSICADVOCACYHEROES

Think school
budget cuts are

beyond your
control? 

These retailers
are just a 

few of the
advocates 

saving music
programs 
every day. 

Here are their
stories and
strategies, 
as told to 

Music Inc.

GEORGE QUINLAN QUINLAN & FABISH BURR RIDGE, ILL.
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F
or school music advo-
cates, your first e-
mail from the Fairfax
Arts Coalition for
Education (FACE)

creates a sinking feeling because
you know it will be the first of
many. But this year, advocates
breathed a sigh of relief. After a
long, arduous battle, FACE
helped save the elementary
band and orchestra programs in
Fairfax County. And I was
lucky to be part of the process.

WHY FACE WORKS

Why did FACE succeed
when other attempts to

save school music programs
have fallen short? In my opin-
ion, the single most important
element was, and is, unified
communication.

FACE’s mission is to serve as
a coalition for all arts education.
Its stroke of brilliance is getting
the different groups working
together instead of against one
another. To do so, it has a
unique model, made up of a
steering committee and a body
of advocates. By incorporating
all of its constituent organiza-
tions — music associations, the-
ater director organizations,
dance teachers, visual arts
teachers, PTAs and local ven-
dors — FACE has an immediate
network that can react quickly.

FACE’s leadership also
understands the system it’s up
against.  The organization
works in lockstep with the

school system’s budget calen-
dar. It knows the players. It
knows who encourages a well-
rounded education and who
supports the arts. The steering
committee takes no opportu-
nity for granted. This year,
FACE embraced social net-
working and viral marketing to
educate the public on budget
issues. A petition on its Web
site and Facebook page, for
instance, amassed more than
12,000 signatures in support of
arts education.

RETAILER CONTRIBUTIONS

I t’s important to note that
FACE is an independent

organization with no affiliation
to the school system. Members
do their advocacy work outside
of schools. That’s where music
retailers come in. FACE needs
resources, and dealers have fax
machines and technical capa-
bilities. Retailers can also assist
with such promotions as
FACE’s T-shirt sales. Plus, they
can use their voices and net-
works to get the message out to
parents and booster groups.
Most involved retailers have
huge music education pro-
grams and solid relationships
with community leaders. And
dealers can also contribute
financially to FACE.

This year, vendors helped
with a bridge loan that covered
the initial cost of services for
arts advocate John Benham,
who prepared a 158-page

report illustrating how pro-
gram cuts have cascading long-
term ramifications on music
education. The FACE boosters
repaid the loan by selling the
T-shirts and raising donations
throughout the year.

As a retail vendor, I served
as a liaison between FACE and
the Support Music Coalition, a
partnership between NAMM
and MENC. The fact that I’m
part of  the Support Music
Coalition, have worked closely
with NAMM on its Washington
advocacy fly-ins and serve on
FACE’s steering committee
made communications accurate
and fast. Again, communica-
tion is paramount.

It’s important to understand
how much NAMM can help
local community advocates. It
was NAMM, for instance, that
suggested FACE work with
John Benham. NAMM also pro-
vided support materials, namely
the Community Action Kit.
This gave FACE everything it
needed to jump-start its advo-
cacy movement, including
guidelines for advocacy proce-

dures and public service
announcement materials.

COMPLACENCY, BEGONE

I recent ly  asked Roger
Tomhave, FACE’s founder, if

he had any disappointments
this year, despite our success.

“During the budget fight,
after each small success, advo-
cates tend to think that the job
is done, and they can begin to
relax and fall off, but the job is
not done until the final budget
decisions are made,” he said.

In other words, there’s no
room for complacency. You
might have convinced the
school board, but you still have
to convince the board of super-
visors. When that’s done, you
have to make sure the school
board appropriates the funding.
As Tomhave says, advocacy is
never a one-time, one-shot deal.

Let me leave you with a stag-
gering statistic. Since its incep-
tion, FACE has preserved more
than 300 positions and more
than $30 million in proposed
cuts to Fairfax County public
schools. That’s genuine success.

JOIN A
COALITION
MENZIE PITTMAN    CONTEMPORARY MUSIC CENTER
HAYMARKET, VA.
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D
uring the last 15
years, the Waukesha
and West Bend,
Wis., school boards
have tried cutting

music programs several times. It
usually begins on the hush-
hush, as a scare tactic to get a
referendum pushed through, but
someone clues us in. That’s our
cue to alert the public.

We move fast  to  raise
awareness. At first, we thought
we should take a  low-key
approach s ince we have a
vested interest in the health of
local school music programs.
Then, we decided to put White
House of Music and the com-
munity  name al l  over  our
advocacy materials. We’re one
in the same. We’re part of
those communities.

WORK YOUR RENTAL LISTS

In both the Waukesha and
West Bend markets, we do a

lot of rentals. We grab our
mailing list of customers in
those zip codes who’ve rented
instruments from us. They
receive a postcard alerting
them that the program is at
risk. It tells them that they
need to  make this  known
immediately if they want to
keep music alive. It gives them
details about when the next
school board meeting will be
held and how they can get the
word out to their friends.

We also send the informa-
tion via e-mail, so they can get
the word out electronically.
Sometimes, this works even
faster.

The material points them
to supportmusic.com and

music education advocacy
Web sites, such as Support
Music’s Community Action
Kit. The Support Music Web
site works because it plays out

different scenarios and gives
you talking points for different
audiences. It teaches you how
to tailor your message to every
audience.

THE ACTION STEP

Parents and students then
show up at  the school

board meetings en masse, typi-
cally in volumes of the hun-
dreds, to make their concerns
known.

Parents will talk about the
impact music education has on
their kids, in terms of giving
them confidence and helping
them perform better in school.
They’ll explain that eliminating
school music programs is yank-
ing a large part of kids’ educa-
tion out from under them.

Students  wi l l  a lso  ta lk
about what music means to
them: “This is the one reason
I’m still in school. This is the
reason I go to all my classes.”

This has moved music pro-
gram cuts from the top of the
school board agenda to the
bottom. In many cases, it has
preserved the programs for
another year. A few times, it
has kept a program from being
moved from fourth grade to
sixth grade. Other times, it has
kept  i t  from being tota l ly
erased or kept it as an after-
school program.

There are different levels of
advocacy success, but most of
all, advocacy keeps the school
music program front and cen-
ter in the community.

MOBILIZE CUSTOMERS
CHRIS WHITE WHITE HOUSE OF MUSIC WAUKESHA, WIS.

bb JOIN SUPPORT MUSIC
If Sandy Jordan could leave retailers with one message, it would be that

school music programs are saved one district, one meeting, one school
board and one superintendent at a time.

“While the federal government reminds us all that
music and arts are core curriculum subjects in school,
the real decisions that affect music education happen at
the very local level,” said Jordan, who helps head up the
Support Music Coalition.

That means music retailers make especially good
advocates. Dealers can get involved by joining the
Support Music Coalition, a NAMM- and MENC-coordi-
nated group that gathers 250 advocacy organizations.
Also, Support Music’s Web site, supportmusic.com, offers
everything from compelling research, talking points and
counterarguments to downloadable celebrity public serv-
ice announcements, brochures and petition templates.
Jordan said the research makes ideal material to distribute
at point of purchase and to parents of kids in music lesson programs.

She also encouraged retailers to get to know their district music or arts
supervisor and learn about the program from his or her perspective.

“Become your community’s go-to resource as it fights to keep quality
music education programs in place during a tough budget year ahead,” she
said. “You’ll generate more loyal customers, and therefore sales, when you
cultivate your community around the issue they care most about: their
kids.” {info@namm.org; supportmusic.com}
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L
earning to make
your own music is a
blessing the music
products industry
and music educa-

tion profession enjoy, one uni-
versally accepted to have a
positive impact on our lives.
Why then do we consistently
find ourselves in the position
of defending school music pro-
grams in front of legislators
and school board members?

I believe it’s because we
have been largely ineffective at
applying insulation to our
product. Insulation eliminates
or slows down unwanted side
effects. Electric wires have
insulation, our homes have
more insulation than ever
before, and our businesses
have insulation (i.e. insurance)
to ward off the effects of acci-
dents or a lack of imagination.

Becoming an effective advo-
cate for music education in the
public schools can slow the
danger created by budget cuts
or schedule restrictions. And
developing a corporate advo-
cacy strategy is good business
that’s also good for students,
schools and communities.
Customers are attracted to
businesses that help improve
their communities, regions
and states. Quality employees
are attracted to and stay with
companies that are responsible
leaders in their fields. Not
least of all, decision makers
respect such businesses.

CORE BELIEFS

Where can you start as an
advocate? Articulate

what you believe in. I developed

two strong beliefs over 40 years
serving the music profession in
our community and region:

1. Without strong music pro-
grams in the public schools, a
cul tural  caste  system wil l
develop where only wealthy chil-
dren will have access to an edu-
cation enriched by the arts.
Market expansion cannot exist
in this kind of environment,
and moreover, it is not the

right thing to do.
2. We must develop both a

“wellness  program” and an
“emergency room.” A wellness
program educates decision
makers about the wisdom of
creating and maintaining
strong music programs at the
core of the curriculum. An
emergency room is necessary
to save programs threatened by
the ignorance of fast-acting,
well-intentioned decision mak-
ers under pressure of budget
and schedule challenges.

THE FIGHT IN WICHITA

In the 1980s,  the Wichita
Board of Education recom-

mended elimination of music
and art from all elementary
schools in response to budget
restrictions of that recession-
ary period. Perceiving this as
both bad for business and bad
for thousands of students, I
called a meeting in my office
of community leaders from the
fields of education, business,
politics and arts organizations
to discuss the situation and
present a plan to address the
proposal.

Using the NAMM advocacy
Guidebook created by Karl
Bruhn — a ret ired music
industry executive and former
NAMM director of market
development — a group of pas-
sionate advocates were empow-
ered to make a difference.
They set up and activated a
communication tree with
information on how to be an
effective advocate.

Thousands of  messages
were delivered by mail, fax and
phone, as well as in-person, to

board of education members
and school administrators in
support of maintaining the
existing music and art pro-
grams at current levels. The
passion and volume of the
debate effected a reversal of
the proposed action.

OUR OBLIGATION

Sadly, that was not the last
attempt to cut music pro-

grams in ensuing years. The
primary catalyst has always
been either budgetary con-
cerns or scheduling challenges
resulting from No Child Left
Behind legislation.

I believe most educational
decision makers — adminis-
trators, board of education
members and legislators —
support strong schools for our
children and our communities.
They have a very difficult job
allocating dollars and time for
the best outcome for the most
students.

The voice of music educa-
tion advocates is now one of
many heard by decision mak-
ers. The extent to which our
message is sound, well-docu-
mented and, most of all, reason-
ably presented will determine
the outcome. It is the obligation
of community members, tax-
payers, parents and students to
articulate effectively and with
integrity the kind of education
they desire.

It is also the obligation of
those of us who believe in the
power of music education to
share our understanding and
passion with those who have
accepted the responsibility of
making decisions for us. MI

INSULATE PROGRAMS

‘The extent
to which our
message is

sound, well-
documented
and, most of

all, reasonably
presented will
determine the

outcome.’

DENNY SENSENEY FORMER OWNER OF SENSENEY MUSIC WICHITA, KAN.
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BREAKOUT GEAR,
DEALER PICKS, PROFIT

CENTERS — YOUR
ONE-STOP SOURCE
FOR RINGING CASH

REGISTERS THIS 
HOLIDAY SEASON.

EDITED BY KATIE KAILUS
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Peterson has added
the StroboClip to its

Virtual Strobe series
lineup. This clip-on-style
strobe tuner is designed
for acoustic instruments.
The large strobe display
maximizes its screen area
by moving the strobe bands
horizontally rather than verti-
cally to guarantee viewing in
various lighting conditions. A variety
of other presets, including Dobro and
lap steel and settings for the violin
family, come standard. MSRP:
$89.99. {petersontuners.com}

PETERSON I STROBOCLIP

Super Clip

String Swing has redesigned the CC01 to
create the CC01K Guitar Keeper. The

unit features a deep cradle design that pre-
vents the guitar from being improperly
placed in its hanger, creating safer handling
of the instrument. The design is ideal for
guitars that have a headstock with single or
uneven heels. The yoke pivots to cradle the
headstock. {stringswing.com}

STRING SWING I CC01K

Handle With Care

Triskelion, the
latest from

Totally Wycked
Audio, uses vin-
tage synthesizer
technology to
reshape the
harmonic
structure of
the input sig-
nal, adding
punch and
depth. The
Triskelion’s
switchable
Amplitude
control offers a
healthy level boost
to drive rigs into submission. An
expression pedal output lets users
vary the harmonic emphasis in real
time via an optional foot controller,
while the Triskelion’s multi-colored
LED array provides a unique visual
reference for control settings. MSRP:
$349. {godlyke.com}

GODLYKE I TRISKELION

Totally
HarmonicAudix’s new CabGrabber-XL is an

extended version of the
CabGrabber and created to accom-
modate larger amps and cabinets. It’s
simple, compact, easy to use and
enables players to place a micro-
phone on a guitar amplifier or cabi-
net without the use of a mic stand.
Constructed of aluminum tubing, the
CabGrabber-XL is lightweight but
capable of holding microphones
securely and firmly in place. MSRP:
$89. {audixusa.com}

AUDIX I CABGRABBER-XL

Raising the Bar
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““We stock up on the Walden line of
acoustic guitars. We go heavy on the
entry-level models. Walden makes out-
standing guitars in all price levels, but
there seems to be a price point that gets
maxed at around $300 for the holiday shoppers. We can give
them a great quality acoustic with the accessories and still keep it
under $300. The Walden Natura 500 series does well.”

b HOLIDAY SELLER I WALDEN GUITARS

PAUL AND KEN TOBIAS
TOBIAS MUSIC
DOWNERS GROVE, ILL.

Vox Amplification has added the AGA150 to
its acoustic guitar amplifier series. Joining the

recently launched AGA70, the AGA150 boasts
twice the power of the AGA70, adds an addi-
tional tweeter for a more refined high end and
features a compact, efficient power amp. Both
two-channel amps feature a normal channel and
a tube pre channel, complete with a 12AU7 dual-
triode vacuum tube. Each channel is equipped
with a standard guitar input and a microphone
input with selectable phantom power. MSRP:
AGA150, $750; AGA70, $550. {voxamps.com}

VOX I AGA150

Powered Up

St. Louis Music is now distributing the Case
Brace, a guitar case accessory that lets

users transform their hardshell guitar or bass
cases into guitar stands. The brace fits in
between the open case’s sides and lets the
guitar hang safely inside. Custom Case Braces
can be cut from almost any variety of hard-
wood or plastic material. {casebrace.com}

ST. LOUIS MUSIC I CASE BRACE

Impromptu Hanger

Tanglewood Guitars has
brought two of its successful

entry-level guitar packs to the
North American market. The TW8-
WC is a laminate dreadnought
guitar in a natural gloss finish with
a select spruce top and mahogany
back and sides. The TW8-ST-Pack
is a solid-top dreadnought guitar
featuring a satin finish with a solid
spruce top. MSRP: $279 for each
pack. {tanglewoodguitars.co.uk}

TANGLEWOOD I TW8-WC

Pack Attack

”
We go heavy on
the entry-
level models.
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“They sold
like crazy last 
Christmas.
JAN WAGONER
WAGONER’S MUSIC
PLYMOUTH, IND.

“I am stocking heavy on the Samick
GD100SPK guitars. They are a good-
looking, easy-to-play guitar and gig bag
with a solid top for $219.99. They sold
like crazy last Christmas.”

b HOLIDAY SELLER I SAMICK GUITARS Yellow Jackets’ new
rectifier tube con-

verter can convert 5U4,
5AR4 or 5Y3 tubes to a
solid-state rectifier. It’s
easy to install and
requires no adjustments
to an amplifier. The unit
improves amps, giving
users a tighter sound by
reducing the voltage sag
in the amplifier’s power
supply. The converter is
made in a gold-plated
tube socket. 
{yellowjacketstc.com}

Universal gig bags for
mandolin and banjo are

Kaces’ latest rollout. Both
are professional-grade, fea-
ture a polyester exterior
and come overstuffed with
20-mm foam padding. They
include an ergonomic han-
dle and an adjustable
shoulder strap. The bags
also feature a large acces-
sory pocket for stashing
picks, strings and tuners.
MSRP: mandolin, $49.95;
banjo, $59.95. {kaces.com}

YELLOW JACKETS I TUBE CONVERTER

Buzz-Worthy

KACES I UNIVERSAL BAGS

Universally
Tough
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Koloa has added an EQ pickup to
its KU-600 all-solid ukulele. The

new KU-600-E has a lightweight body
with a hand-graduated solid
mahogany top, back and sides; a
one-piece mahogany neck; and a
bone nut and saddle. The uke also
features deluxe adjustable
friction tuners and
D’Addario strings. The EQ
pickup provides an added
element of versatility,
making it ideal for
amplified performances
and jam sessions.
{koloaukulele.com}

KOLOA I KU-600-E

Pick Me Up
Aguilar Amplification’s new AG 5J-60 pick-

ups for five-string bass are modeled after
a mid-1960s Jazz bass pickup. The AG 5J-60
uses all the period-correct
parts, including heavy
Formvar wire and
Alnico V magnets.
Single neck and
bridge pickups are
also available.
MSRP: $189.
{aguilaramp.com}

AGUILAR I AG 5J-60

’60s Flashback
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The Loar’s new archtops are mod-
eled after 1920s designs, and both

begin with hand-carved solid spruce
tops. The new LH-300 and LH-350

(pictured) feature maple backs and
sides and a mahogany neck,

which is finished with a bound
rosewood fretboard. The

guitars boast a 1.75-inch nut
width and a historic 24.75-inch

scale length. The LH-350 has a
florentine cutaway and a

floating humbucker for ampli-
fied playing. Both guitars

are offered in a vintage
sunburst finish.
{theloar.com}

LOAR I LH-300, LH-350

Vintage Beauties
Indiana Guitar Co. has introduced

four new graphic design dread-
noughts. The lineup includes a
Saddle Up Western model featur-
ing a bronco rider and lasso-
style rope trim; a Life’s A
Beach model with sun,
sand and surf graphics;
a Peace guitar boasting
a tie-dye background
and peace signs; and a
gothic Blacknight
theme, complete with
faded lace, a bloody
rose and a ghosted
skull on the head-
stock. MSRP:
$159.95. {indiana
guitar.com}

INDIANA GUITAR CO. I 
GRAPHIC DREADNOUGHTS

Graphic
Designs
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PRS’s 25th Anniversary Mira 245
Soapbar features a classic feel and

tone with quality and stability. This new
version of the Mira boasts 22 frets,
soapbar pickups and a 24.5-inch scale
length. To celebrate the anniversary, the
guitar also includes shadow bird inlays,

an anniversary headstock eagle, a
rosewood fretboard and a

unique color palette. Colors
include charcoal smokeburst,
sapphire smokeburst, scarlet
smokeburst and smoked

amber. {prsguitars.com}

PRS I MIRA 245 SOAPBAR

Birthday Bonus
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S ennheiser’s new RS 160, RS 170 and
RS 180 are wireless headphones that

deliver high-resolution audio through
uncompressed wireless transmission. They
let users move around while watching tele-
vision and enjoy cable-free music. MSRP:
RS 160, $259.95; RS170, $329.95; RS 180,
$389.95. {sennheiserusa.com}

SENNHEISER I RS SERIES

Wireless Freedom

The latest edition
to Blue

Microphones’ live
series, the en-Core
300 condenser
model, has an open
architecture design
and reinforced build
for high-quality stage
performance. The
design maximizes air
volume in the capsule
chamber, resulting in
uninterrupted sound
regardless of how the
microphone is gripped.
The en-Core also fea-
tures LED backlighting
to indicate active phan-
tom power in the pre-
amp circuit. MSRP: $199.
{bluemic.com}

BLUE MICROPHONES I 
EN-CORE 300

Encore,
Encore

Royer Labs has intro-
duced the R-101 rib-

bon microphone.
Boasting high SPL capa-
bilities and extremely low
residual noise, the R-101
is ideal for both studio
and live sound reinforce-
ment applications. The
mic also offers numerous
technological advance-
ments, such as multi-lay-
ered wind screening and
a ribbon element that’s
not affected by heat or
humidity. MSRP: $895.
{royerlabs.com}

ROYER I R-101

Blue
Ribbon
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”
“The
H1 is
sure to
be huge
this Christmas
at only $99.
“We will be stocking up on the new
Zoom H1 recorders. The H4 and
H4N have been extremely successful
with us since they were first released,
and the H1 is sure to be huge this
Christmas at only $99.”

b HOLIDAY
SELLER I
ZOOM H1

JEREMY CARNEY
NORTHERN MUSIC AND VIDEO
POTSDAM, N.Y.

Samson’s new Auros are lightweight,
two-way active speaker enclosures

that deliver 400 watts of power in 12- or
15-inch models. Their extended low-fre-
quency driver is accompanied by a 1.34-
inch compression driver. Immersive,
articulate bass and sweet, lucid highs cre-
ate well-balanced and expressive audio
suitable for any situation. The Optimax pro-
cessing ensures Auro will operate at high
volume levels without sacrificing low end.
{samson.com}

SAMSON I AURO

Power-Packed

Gator has redesigned its G-Mix
series to accommodate some of

today’s popular mixers. Made of a
polyethylene plastic, the cases sport a
sleek black uninterrupted aluminum
valance. With a thick 1-
inch EPS foam-lined
interior and special-
ized interior wedges,
everything is held in
place during trans-
port. The case also
includes heavy-
duty TSA locking
latches. {gator
cases.com}

GATOR CASES I G-MIX

Safe Keeping
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YAMAHA I DSR

Loud and Light
Yamaha has launched the DSR active

loudspeaker line, which includes the
compact and lightweight full-range
DSR112, DSR115 and DSR215, along
with the DSR118W subwoofer. The
series delivers class-leading
power and digital sound
processing, as well as the
new D-Contour multi-band
dynamic processing.
Integral digital tuning helps
deliver clear, high-definition
sound. {yamaha.com}

FOCUSRITE I SAFFIRE PRO 14

Recording Gem
Focusrite has released the Saffire Pro 14. The

eight-input, six-output FireWire audio interface
is designed for home studio musicians wanting a
simple but high-quality I/O device for their
computers. The unit features two Saffire mic
pre-amps. MSRP: $299.99. {focusrite.com}

Avid’s new HD series interfaces for
ProTools|HD include the HD I/O, HD OMNI

and HD MADI. These give users flexible config-
urations to support a variety of analog and
open digital formats for recording, mixing and
playback. MSRP: HD I/O, $3,995; HD OMNI,
$2,995; HD MADI, $4,995. {avid.com}

AVID I HD SERIES

Pro Support
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Waves Audio has
launched the WSG-Y16

mini-YGDAI SoundGrid I/O
card for Yamaha mixing con-
soles. The card widens the
sonic capabilities of a
Yamaha console, giving live
engineers the opportunity to
more accurately duplicate the
sounds of hit studio record-
ings. It also gives front-of-
house engineers the ability to
select from a wide palette of
vintage outboard signal pro-
cessing without having to
haul racks of fragile classic
gear. {waves.com}

WAVES AUDIO I WSG-Y16

Sonic
Capabilities
WidenedSolid State Logic

has released the
Stereo EQ Module,
a classic, four-band
parametric EQ for
the X-Rack modular
rack system. It’s a
stereo version of
SSL’s console chan-
nel EQ. Features
include high and low
bands switchable
between shelving,
as well as fixed Q
Bell curves and
TotalRecall status
LEDs. {solidstate
logic.com}

SOLID STATE LOGIC I
STEREO EQ MODULE

Mega
Module
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”“We stock up
on all levels of
accessories.
DONN BENNETT
DONN BENNETT
DRUM STUDIO
BELLEVUE, WASH.

“We stock up on inexpen-
sive drum sets; all levels of
cymbals and accessories,
such as the Tama Rhythm
Watch (pictured);
Zildjian’s drummer gloves;
and Protection Racket
cymbal and stick bags.”

b HOLIDAY SELLER I DRUMS & ACCESSORIES
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Adams has
released

the Professional
Generation 2
series timpani.
The instru-
ment’s bowl is
attached to a
new single flange
chrome suspen-
sion ring for
enhanced sustain
and pitch focus. The
timpani features an
all-new patented bal-
anced-action pedal
mechanism for
smooth pedal
action over an
extended tuning
range. {pearl
drum.com}

ADAMS I GENERATION 2 SERIES

Next Generation

Gretsch’s Classic series is now available in a
shimmering Ocean Sparkle Burst lacquer fin-

ish. This hand-applied finish uses Gretsch’s
mixed sparkle technology and a blue color burst
pattern. New Classic series drums feature pro-
portionate shells that increase in thickness with
the shell diameter, producing full, balanced tonal-
ity across the entire drum set. Sophisticated
appointments include vintage-styled tube lugs
and 9025-hinged tom and floor tom leg brackets.
The set is available in three shell pack configura-
tions. MSRP: NC-E824-OSB, $3,615; NC-S483-
OSB, $2,985; NC-F604-OSB, $3,460.
{gretschdrums.com}

GRETSCH I CLASSIC SERIES

Seaside Sparkle

Yamaha has debuted a new series of
GigMaker drum sets geared toward first-

time players. The kits feature Yamaha hard-
ware with hex tom ball joints for positioning
and five new glitter wrap finishes. In addition
to the matching wood snare drum and dou-
ble-braced hardware, the GigMaker drum
sets include matching wood bass drum
hoops for superior tone and durability and
come in 20- and 22-inch configurations.
{yamaha.com}

YAMAHA I GIGMAKER

Green Monsters
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““We have always focused on the beginner for our major
holiday season push. Last year was a little off, and we
didn’t feel a lot of buying confidence in the general pop-
ulation for musical gear. We will continue to bundle for
the performing players, as they are always looking for
something new to try. However, the entry customer is
our most active customer for the last quarter.”

b HOLIDAY SELLER I ENTRY-LEVEL GEAR

DAVE HAMILTON
JUST DRUMS
TORONTO ”
We have always focused on
the beginner for our major
holiday season push.

KickPort’s new T-Ring Reinforcement
Rings and D-Pad Impact Pads are

designed to improve the sound and perform-
ance of virtually all bass drums. Made from
PVC film with premium-grade 3M adhesive,
the KickPort T-Ring has an outer diameter of
7.25 inches and an inner port diameter of
5.25 inches. In addition to acting as a rein-
forcement that will prevent vented bass
drum heads from tearing and splitting
around the port, the T-Ring can be used as a
template for cutting a 5.25-inch hole in any
head. MSRP: $5.95. {kickport.com}

KICKPORT I T-RING

High Impact
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CLINT STRAIT
STRAIT MUSIC
AUSTIN, TEXAS

“We sell a lot of entry-level keyboards, such as the
Yamaha PSR-E223, and entry-level digital pianos,
such as the Yamaha P-95.” ”“We sell a lot of 
entry-level keyboards.

b HOLIDAY SELLER I YAMAHA PSR-E223

Korg’s new lightweight, compact PS60
performance synthesizer has been

designed for gigging musicians. It deliv-
ers 440 sounds using the company’s
EDS-i sound engine. The sounds are
organized into six categories: piano,
electric piano, organ, strings, brass and
synth. Each category offers dedicated
controls, while the intuitive interface lets
the performer layer up to six sounds or
make split settings at the touch of a but-
ton, creating keyboard textures with
ease. Up to 20 split/layered performance
settings can be created and saved for
instant recall. {korg.com}

KORG I PS60

Portable Performance

Pearl River has added five pianos to its
lineup, including three verticals and two

grands. Two of the new models include the
EU122-Vertical Piano. It produces a European
sound and features a new Lothar Thomma
design using European features. The GP188A-
Grand Piano (pictured) boasts an active sound-
board area resulting from specific bridge
placement balanced with a lower scale tension.
{pearlriverusa.com}

PEARL RIVER I NEW MODELS

Pearl Expands Family

Roland has released the Gaia SH-01, a 37-
key compact synthesizer that offers seri-

ous sound, instant control and flexibility. It
combines a classic panel layout with the lat-
est in Roland’s analog-modeling technology.
Gaia’s ideal for students, songwriters, session
players and live performers of all styles and
skill levels. The unit is lightweight, compact
and can be powered via AC or batteries.
MSRP: $799. {roland.com}

ROLAND I GAIA SH-01

Compact Synth
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“PETE BIEDRON
BANDSOURCE
DOWNERS GROVE, ILL.

“Schilke’s S32HD is more or less a standard-weight trum-
pet. Not only does the horn slot feel good to a lot of differ-
ent players, it comes with a protectable back packable
wood shell double trumpet case, an M3 Symphony series
mouthpiece, a quadruple mouthpiece pouch, Schilke slide
grease and valve oil. Schilke has also introduced MAP pol-
icy on its horns for the first time ever. This will help us
compete with the big boys on price and also offer more
incentive to stock more of its horns.”

b HOLIDAY SELLER I SCHILKE S32HD
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”
This will help us
compete with the
big boys on price.

Beamz
Interactive has

launched the
Beamz Player, which
features a smaller-
footprint design. Four
laser beams trigger
up to 12 different
instruments, music
clips and sound
effects. Beamz also has a
new height-adjustable stand. MSRP:
player, $199.95; stand, $49.95. 
{thebeamz.com}

BEAMZ I BEAMZ PLAYER, STAND

Laser Craze
The newest addition to

Conn-Selmer’s Leblanc
family of clarinets is the L60
bass clarinet. The instrument
features an aged, unstained
grenadilla wood body with a
professional, hand-hammered
bell and heavily plated nickel or
silver keys. It also includes a
Steelite Ebonite mouthpiece,
corked tenon neck and single-
register key mechanism.
{leblancclarinets.com}

CONN-SELMER I LEBLANC L60

Aged Gem

Vandoren has fol-
lowed up on the

success of its V12
reed for Eb clarinet
with the new V12 bass
clarinet reed. Built
based on player
requests, it’s cut like
other V12s for clar-
inets, producing a
deeper, richer sound
with more body to the
attack and color to the
tone. {vandoren.com}

VANDOREN I V12

Request
Granted
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“
“The Rico three packs of reeds
are a great option, as well as
things like mouthpiece patches
and care kits. We’ve found that
stocking stuffer-type items are
good sellers.”

b HOLIDAY SELLER I RICO REEDS

MARK DESPOTAKIS
PROGRESSIVE MUSIC
MCKEESPORT, PA. ”
The Rico three
packs of reeds are
a great option.

OCTOBER 2010 I MUSIC INC. I 73

Schilke’s new 1040 flugel-
horn offers a dark, rich,

warm sound with a design that
features a traditional French
slide configuration with third-
slide trigger. Features include a
main bell branch water key, first
slide water key and third slide
water key. The flugelhorn is
available in silver plate, lacquer,
raw brass or gold plate finish.
{schilke.com}

SCHILKE I 1040 FLUGELHORN

Full-Featured
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Carl Fischer Music has released
The Grapes Of Wrath Solo

Aria Collection, which contains
excerpts from Ricky Ian Gordon’s
opera “The Grapes Of Wrath.”
Selections include “The Last Time
There Was Rain,” “Simple Child”
and “Us.” The company has also
published Compatible Duets For
Winds: 31 Duets That Can Be
Played By Any Combination Of
Wind Instruments, composed and
arranged by Larry Clark. MSRP:
Grapes, $24.95; Compatible
Duets, $9.95. {carlfischer.com}

CARL FISCHER I NEW TITLES

C.F.’s Fall
Rollout

Hal Leonard’s Q On Producing is the first entry in
a multi-volume set titled The Quincy Jones

Legacy Series and presents the lengend’s approach
to making music. Told to and compiled by author
and audio expert Bill Gibson, Quincy Jones’ obser-
vations are collected and presented in book form
and on an accompanying DVD-ROM. Jones dis-

cusses techniques he
learned as an
arranger for such
performers as
Count Basie and
Ray Charles.
{halleonard.com}

HAL LEONARD I QUINCY JONES LEGACY SERIES

Q’s Views

Lick Library has released the Learn
To Play Kings Of Leon guitar DVD,

which features more than two hours of
lessons across a double-DVD set.
Tracks include Grammy award-winning
“Sex On Fire” and “Use Somebody.”
The DVD has the trademark split
screen, so players can see what both
hands are doing at the same time. It’s
presented by guitar tutor Mike
Casswell. {licklibrary.com}

LICK LIBRARY I LEARN 
TO PLAY SERIES

Be a King

Alfred’s Jazz, Rags And Blues
series has expanded with

the addition of Martha Mier’s
Christmas Jazz, Rags And Blues
Book 5. Syncopated rhythms
and unique harmonic colors put
a new spin on famous Christmas
carols in these arrangements for
late-intermediate to early-
advanced pianists. MSRP: $6.99.
{alfred.com}

ALFRED I ‘CHRISTMAS JAZZ, RAGS AND BLUES’

Holiday Cheer
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““We do seem to sell more gift-type items
at Christmas, and we usually increase our
stock slightly before the season. The big sell-
ers are T-shirts, mugs, music boxes and music
stationary. All of these items are not too expensive, and peo-
ple think they make good Christmas add-on gifts.”

b HOLIDAY SELLER I GIFT ITEMS

JOHN PEDERSEN
PEDERSEN’S BAND & ORCHESTRA
BURBANK, CALIF. ”
We do seem to
sell more gift-
type items. 

Aim Gifts has launched a line of
environmentally sensitive

music gifts. These products are
made with recycled, biodegrad-
able materials, and musicians can
show their dedication to music
and the environment with each
purchase. Products include tote
bags, ruler sets and music jour-
nals. {aimgifts.com}

AIM GIFTS I GREEN PRODUCTS

Green Gifts
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HERCULES I MP3E2

DJ Hero
The new Hercules DJ Control MP3e2 is

designed for anyone who wants to experi-
ence the feeling of being a pro DJ. Users can
create their own mixes with the DJ Control
MP3e2, which features two decks to mix
tracks. The controller is specifically designed
to make mixing MP3s easy. All users need is
a computer equipped with a sound card,
amplified speakers, music tracks and a USB
port, and they’re ready to create personalized
mixes. MSRP: $129.99.
{hercules.com}

Chauvet has
added

two fixtures
to the
SlimPar line:
the SlimPar
38 and the
SlimPar 64.
Every member
of the SlimPar
family consists
of LED PAR fix-
tures with slim
casings that meas-
ure 2.5 inches thick,
making them easy to
transport. The fixtures offer
three or seven channels of DMX
control and feature built-in auto-
mated and sound-activated pro-
grams or pulse effect with
adjustable speed. The SlimPar 38
features 75 red, green and blue
LEDs, and up to 43 units can be
connected. SlimPar 64 features
180 red, green and blue LEDs,
and up to 22 units can be con-
nected. {chauvet.com}

AMERICAN DJ I GRAND VJ SOFTWARE

Instant Videographer 
American DJ has made it

easy for any DJ or musi-
cian to create professional-
looking videos for gigs with
its new Grand VJ software
from Arkaos. The real-time
video-mixing software lets
users compose up to eight
layers of video on the fly.
Grand VJ can take any
video from a hard drive, add
effects to it and start making
a video show. The soft-
ware’s video-mixing engine
provides seamless mixing of
SD and HD video with
sound, as well as a vast
library of effects and genera-
tors. DJs can mix video with
music, animated text strings
or live cameras. MSRP:
$599.95. {americandj.com}

CHAUVET I SLIMPAR

Slim & Sexy

Denon DJ has unveiled the DN-
MC6000 mixer and MIDI con-

troller. The four-channel, eight-source
standalone digital DJ mixer with MIDI
interface and internal sound card also
boasts a real-time channel matrix
operation. Other features include a
slim tabletop design, solid steel chas-
sis construction and quality sound.
The DN-MC6000 includes rack-
mountability with a 19-inch rack-
mount accessory kit, on-board MIDI
effect controls and durable construc-
tion. MSRP: $949.99. {denondj.com}

DENON DJ I DN-MC6000

Master Mixer
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SERVICES

SERVICESPOSITIONS AVAILABLE
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Checkout Musicincmag.com Today!
RENTALS

SERVICES
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Missed NAMM Summer Show?

Visit upbeatdaily.com

Now you can catch up on what you missed
with UpBeat Daily’s Digital Editions.

BUYERS WANTED POSITIONS AVAILABLE
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BUYERS WANTED

downbeat.com Where the MI Industry
Ideamakers Share All
Their Good Practices

Ideas

CHECK
OUT
THE
IDEA
VAULT

musicincmag.com/resources.html
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Get your message seen!
Join the

Marketplace
Today

Call Sue Mahal to join the Marketplace
630-941-2030, x121
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>>>
Tim Barrett
Ray’s Midbell Music
Sioux City, Iowa

We have held clinics in the
past, but we hope this year

will be different because we are
going to attempt to make it more
sales-oriented. We are bringing in
Brad Davis through Takamine gui-
tars. We have been told that he is
a good salesperson for the com-
pany. The clinics that we’ve held
in the past have generated a lot of
interest and had great attendance,
but sales have been mediocre at
best. On the other hand, we had a
sales event where attendance was
poor, but it generated a high sales
volume. I guess we are trying to
combine the two and get a rea-
sonable attendance with a good
sales volume.

We also prepare our social
networking sites. This year, we
are working heavily on our
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube
promotions.

>>>
Clint Strait
Strait Music
Austin, Texas

During the holi-
day season,

we are very
aggressive with
our radio pres-
ence. We have a
great relationship
with one of the
stations here in
Austin. Also, once we get into the
December months, we run adver-
tisements on TV.

>>>
John Grabowski
Sweetwater
Fort Wayne, Ind.

The diligent, nurturing relation-
ships we have with our cus-

tomers is the single best thing we
do to prepare for success year-
round, and it applies equally to
the holiday season. Having the
right items in stock, being knowl-
edgeable about them and bringing
the proper amount of attention to
them are all things that need to be
in place so that we can properly
serve those customers at this
busy and important time.

What have you
done to prepare 
for a strong 
holiday season?
There are a few things

we l ike  to  have in
order before the chaos
hits. The first thing we
do is  s tock up on our
entry-level guitar prod-
ucts. One of the entry-
level lines that always
does  wel l  i s  the  Jay
Turser line of electrics. 

Then, we put together
a package for the cus-
tomers. We like to include
a gig bag, extra strings,
polish, picks, a clip-on
tuner and an entry-level
beginner lesson book. We
can include a small prac-

tice amp, too, if needed.
We know that there are
plenty of pre-packaged
guitar packs available,
but being a small, cozy
store, we’d rather not sell
guitars out of a box.

We try to be different,
more personal, than the
big stores, and making up
a holiday package in a
gift bag just looks a little
better.

One last thing that we
pay close attention to is
the Taylor Guitars Fall
Limited Edition series.
We are more of a high-

end acoustic shop here.
The Taylor Fall Limiteds
come out just before the
holiday season. We make
sure we have as many of
these as possible because
Taylor fans are always
looking for these around
the holiday season. So,
we try and make sure
that we have plenty for
the holiday shoppers.

Other than that, we
gather all of our holiday
CDs, fill our candy dish
with some holiday treats
and wai t  for  the  cus -
tomers to come in.

>>>
Paul (left) 
and Ken Tobias
Tobias Music
Downers Grove, Ill.

RETAILER
ASK THE
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